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SG A elections set
Should all positions not be
filled, the new SGA president
fill the remaining positions by
appointment, subject to approval.
by the student senate.

Carlos Berlanga.
Guerrero is a marketing major who feels he has "the motivation and ability to unify and
organize SGA."
Among his qualifications
Guerrero cites his attendance at
the Congressional Youth Leadership Conference held in Washington, D.C.
Guerrero's vice presidential
running mate, Carlos Berlanga,
is an elementary education
major.

Running as a ticket for the
president and vice president of
Student Government Association are Albert Guerrero and

"I would be proud to represent
UT-PA and its students," Berlanga said.
Andrew Robinson and Emma

Only nine candidates have
filed for student government
elections April 18 and 19.
Although only nine applications have been filed, other
candidates may be elected as
write-ins.

Lugo form the other ticket.
Andrew Robinson has been
involved with the United States
Marine Corps reserves and is a
communications major.
"I've seen several problems
in need of immediate attention.
I know I can make a difference," Robinson said.
According to David Armstrong, election chair, since there
are two presindential tickets, a
debate will be held April 17
during activity period at the
circle near the Biology buildp
ing.
See S.G.A. 6

SDS serves new menu
Food fight warms up
JAMES VAN TOLAR
Managing Editor

In the continuing food battle,
Southwest Dining has threatened to offer somewhat bizarre
and inexpensive food items to
students.
Southwest Dining
threatens to serve such cuisine
as baked carp, chitlins, liver and
onions, porcupine patties and
tripe in tomato sauce if UT-PA
fails to pay money they believe
is owed to them.
Ralph Severson, director of
Southwest Dining, said that
Southwest will be forced to take
these measures unless $42,000
in outstanding invoices are paid.
According to Severson, Southwest has been hoping to make
an early exit;however, the Univcr.;i.y has held up the process
by Yti~hholding payment.
"They are going to have to
pay if they want the kids fed."
Severson said.

Bill Chess, associate vice
president of business affairs, said
if such a menu was served it
would be a clear breach of contract. The contract states that all
menus must be submitted to the
food committee and reviewed
by a dietitian 30 days before
they are put in to effect.
"That particular menu will
generate reaction from the university such that action will be
taken to remove the food service." Chess said.
According to Chess, the university would take over the
operation of the cafeteria until
the new food service Morrison's
comes in. Chess hopes the
departure of Southwest will
occur simultaneously with the
arrival of Morrison's.
In a letter from Tom Grainger,
president of Southwest Dining
Services, he believes UT-PA
owes Southwest $25,041.94.

According to Chess, this amount
fails to take into account $37,
523.25 that . UT-PA paid to
Southwest in renovation funds.
An agreement existed between
SouthwestandUT-PA forrenovations to be done in the cafeteria. The university agreed to
pay Southwest $40,000 a year
for 5 years to renovate the cafeteria.
Chess said the university has
lost confidence in Southwest's
figures and in their ability to
keep the contract. Southwest
Dining owes the university
$16,847.17 according to Chess'
figures.
In the end both Chess and
Severson agree the issue will
probably be resolved only in a
courtroom.
Easter vigil-The UT-PA campus will be closed April 13 and 14 to celebrate Easter
the trag- break
Severson
points
out
·by
Martinez) _
edyoftheaffair. "The bad thing .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(Photo
___
.;....Joel
_______
is the kids are caught in the
middle." he said.

Gubernatorial candidate speaks in San Benito

Ann Richards addresses educational needs
JAMES VAN TOLAR
Managing Editor

Ann Richards, democratic
candidate for governor, said she
will see that education is improved and teachers get equitable pay and health care when
she is governor.
"Ann Richards is going to be
the best thing that ever happened to education in the state
of Texas." Richards said.
Richards addressed the needs
of the public education system
in San Benito as she carried her
. campaign to the valley this
Tuesday. Richards is facing
Jim Mattox in a run-off election
for the Democratic ticket in the
Texas gubernatorial race. The
run-off is scheduled for April

10.
Richards believes that one of
the most important issues concerning higher education south
of San Antonio is the lack of
graduate and professional degrees in the valley.
"It is absolutely crucial that
people who live in the Rio
Grande valley have the oppor-

tunity to get doctorate and graduate degrees at their university."
She said.
According to Richards, she
believes more graduate programs will bring quality and
statue to the university. The
recent legislature has made significant progress by approving
several graduate level programs
as well as the Pan American-UT
System merger, she said.
Richards expressed concern
for poor students and looks forward to seeing government/
business partnerships which will
provide scholarships and grant
money for students to go to
college.
"I don't think that any kid
should be denied a college education because of the income of
the parents." she said.
Richards believes if high
school students are aware that
money is available for them to
attend college, they will have
the drive to remain in school.
Richards recognizes the 50 percent high school dropout rate as
one of the biggest problems in
Texas.

Menu: April 9-13
Southwest Dining Service
Mon:
Lunch: l) Chitlins
2) Liver & mashed potatoe
baked casserole
Dinner: 1) Tripe in Tomato Sauce
2) Hot dogs (no chili or
cheese
Tues:
Lunch: 1) Grilled cheesespread
Sandwich
2)Chicken giblets over
rice
Dinner: 1) Pasta w/l'omato Sauce
2) SoyBurgers(NoCheese
or Tomato)

Wed.
Lunch: 1) Rueben Sandwich w/
Sauerkraut
2) Macaroni Balce
Dinner: 1) Mexican Casserole w/
Rice and Beans
2)BeanBurritos(NoChili)
Thur.
Lunch: 1) MincedScrambledEggs
over Mashed Potatoes
2) Mixed Veg. Enchiladas
(No Cheese)
Dinner 1) Liver & Onions
2) Tamale Pie

Fri.

Ann can-Ann Richards,Democratic gubernatorial candidate, vies for Valley vote
during a Monday press conference held in San Benito. (Photo by Joel Martinez)

Lunch : 1) Fish Sticks
2)Porcupine Meat
Patty over Rice
Dinner 1) Baked Carp
2)TomYom Kung
(Thai Chowder)
HAPPY EATING!!!
BON APETIT!!!
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JIM MATTOX
ATTORNEY GENERAL

-

Products cause
inhalant deaths
he Texas Attorney General's office has recently
taken action to stop the sales of a dangerous drug,
commonly known by its user as "poppers." The use
of the drug has resulted in deaths and violent crimes
in Texas.
The products are advertised as room odorizes and liquid
incense, but have a putrid scent. They contain a chemicalbutyl nitrite or isopropyl nitrite. A spray product marketed as
Ethyl Gaz and Medusa, contains ethyl chloride, and has no
scent.
These items are sold in sexually-oriented businesses and
"head shops" under names such as Black Jack, Cobraroma,
Blast, Bullet, Cum, Rush, Locker Room, Hardware, Thrust,
Double Eagle, Quicksilver and Texas Gold.
These products are sold for one purpose only - to be inhaled
and supposedly to get high and to increase sexual pleasure.
However, the advertising doesn't tell you that these products
have caused a number of heart-related deaths and cancer.
In Austin, one young State Capitol employee was killed in
an automobile accident while using ethyl chloride. It has
caused others to act violently and commit murder.
The Attorney General's Office has notified one California
manufacturer that the company will be sued underState and
Federal laws for distributing the product in Texas. And
further action has been taken to halt the sales of these products in Dallas, Houston, McAllen and San Antonio.
The actions were taken pursuant to the Texas Deceptive
Trade Practices and Consumer protection Act because of the
misleading labeling of these products. If the intended use was
listed on the item, it would be banned under the Federal Food
and Drug Act.
The Attorney General's Office is warning all manufacturers, distributors and retailers of products containing derivatives of alkyl nitrites, or ethyl chloride or ethylene chloride to
these products or face litigation.
Inhalanrabuse of products with legitimate purposes - such
as spray paint, glue and typewriter correction fluid - is also
increasing. As with "room odorizers," these legitimate
products can produce a cheap high and have led to death and
violence.
In 1988, for example, nine men, ages 12 through 30, all
high on solvents and typewriter correction fluid, burglarized
and beat to death an 86-year-old woman in her Austin home.
The law enforcement community is calling for more public
attention to the problem of inhalants as "gateway" drugs that
lead to use of harder drugs and serious crimes.
Inhalants are cheap and easily available to youngsters with
limited resources. But the results of inhalant abuse are not
cheap. As growing statistics indicate, the cost is very high.
They are destroying families and ruining young lives.

•

T

L E TT ER S PO L IC Y:
''The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters to
the editor should be 250 words or less. They may be edited for
libelous statements, newspaper style, correct spelling and grammatical errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions will not
run. All letters must be signed and include the writer's telephone

Norm forces unnatural acts
' ' ...All the world is a stage and we
The living components of society
aremerelyp-layers..."
tendtobelievethatsuccesscanonly
Everyday we assume roles that
bemeasuredbyhowadequatelytheir
DANNY MARTINEZ
role is fulfilled in the eyes of their
society mandates necessary in order to
STAFF WRITER
audience. The more socially acceptbe successful through the eyes of teachers, parents and government.
able they are and the more they are
revered, the more the they feel they
The masses are not motivated by
ALEX RODRIGUEZ
have accomplished.
their emotion or soul butarerestricted
by the superficial moral code "proper"
COPY EDITOR
Unfortunately, the human spirit is
members of society have imposed.
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ completely abandoned. People no
Within the classroom, for example,
longer know what they feel for any
one must accept the ideological views of the teacher or fail to indication of individual emotion was immediately stamped
"pass" the course.
out as socially unacceptable. Therefore, the ability to act on
Furthermore, in most cases, the course is taken merely beemotion is stifled for fear of alienation.
Thus all energies are channeledtowards the ultimate goal of
cause it is required by law. If the student fails to ~eet w~at the
instructor deems as adequate mastery of the matenal, he 1s cast a socially "perfect" appearance.
out of society's framework until he has "redeemed" himself.
However, in order for someone to be truly content he must
Thus, the most convenient way of life is blind conformity and
those who subscribe to it assume role for which they never disregard all the obstacles that hinder his personal genius.
Perhaps the saddest downfall of the fear of alienation is that
auditioned.
·
the ability to have a personal relationship with another person
is stifled. Thrust center-stage, the player must befriend a perConsequently, since the role is naturally unfamiliar JO ~uman
son with whom they have no spiritual bond or communicabeings, life becomes the mere portrayal of superfic1al1ty and
tion.
pretense symbolizing what society most readily approves.
Consequently, we continue to move as pawns acting upon
the quasi artistic whims of unartistic nobodys, waiting to hear
Tact, however, is not inherent within the human existence.
the applause of an audience whose pleasure is dictated by a
Thus, walls form and oftentimes those with the biggest walls are
societal definition of entertainment.
most at home on this level.

WITNESS THE SPIT

number, and where applicable, major and classification or job
title. Letters must be typed and double-spaced. Names may be
withheld upon request. Letters must be submitted at the Student
Publications Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Friday prior to
publication. The editors reserve the right to not print any letter. If
interested in writing a guest column, contact the editor.
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Rave-ups' chance does'nt pay
ost often a new album is
named after a catchy tune
typeofsongthatcanbe enjoyedinthe
it contains or is designated
·
presence of a body of water and a
according to some artistic
man-made pier.
Th~ remaining songs all contain a
philosophyoronceinlife-timeexperience.
certam amount of thought reflected in
Rarely, however, is a new release
the unpredictable changes. But most
DANNY MARTINEZ
of the fashioned music just doesn't
named after a person close to the artist
STAFF WRITER
make any sense.
or member of the band.
But the latest release by the RaveThus, it becomes apparent that alUps, a Los Angeles based band whose
though the members of The Ravemusic is difficult to label, was named after lead singer Jimmer Ups m~y be exeptional technical musicians, they are not
Podrasky's baby boy, Chance.
songwnters.
The name is meant to signify the band's new direction which
All sentim_ent~ value aside, ~ere is~ small chance young Mr.
involves more instrumentation and to foreshadow Prodasky's · Podrasky will like the collection of his father's songs.
son's life that will be filled with unpredictable events occuring
•Monte Croft
without any hint of observable cause.
_M~~-te Cf?ft'~ i_nitial r~lease, into the Jazz Genre,"A Higher
Chance's first single,"The Best I Can't," begins with some Fire, 1s ~ mspmng fusion of energy and serenity, equivelent
horriblekeyboardanticsbutquicklyturnsintoabouncy,funsong. to other Jazz releases by other Jazz legends such as David
It gives the indication that the rest of the songs will all be Sanborn and Jean Luc Ponty.
exceptionally favorable for anyone to dance to.
The first song,"The Money Playerst ~rooves nicely acBut the following song,"For the loser(hallelujah),"is real Lou cented, ever~ efferv~,scently, by Croft s vibraphone playing.
Reedish and sounds as though elves are to supposed to pop out of Th~ following tune, Always ~ers, Always Mine," sounds a
the speakers and do a funky dance around the kitchen table.
tad like Pat Metheny but the piano is excitingly crisp and
Without warning, however,. the song changes and takes a pungent.
drifting short interlude into an impressive acoustic guitar solo.
Like a lot of Jazz, vocals are rarely utilized to carry a melThe next three songs each have their good points but ultimately ody: ~ut, _on "What is L:ove" ~d "Mandela," Monte Croft
flounder in the end. The melodies are drab and Podrasky's voice exh1b1ts his gentle, soothmg voice.
stumbles along by way of sickening tones and terrible placement.
~.11 the songs <;>n "A Higher Fire" fit their titles and, since
The most intelligent song on the entire collectiqn is "The tallest lyncs are only evident on two songs, the listener's imagination
tree." It begins a little fast but slows into a pondering state. It's the becomes part of the song.

M

SERIOUS
SOUNDS
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One-sided reporting by paper
To the editor:
When I first read the article on food services management
company change over I couldn't believe my eyes, so I read it
again very slowly. I was both amazed and appalled at how
biased and unfair the article was written. My information that
was given to the reporter was not included in the article. Only
the quotes and information given by the UT-PA staff was
written. I feel the news staff owes Southwest Dining Services
both an apology for the information not reported and the very
biased cartoon depicting Southwest Dining as some type of
armed guard enforcer. The staff should print our side of the
story in the next issue as I stated it. The students of UT-PA
deserve to know the truth.

Ralph Severson
Southwest Dining Services

Bronc visit appreciated
To the Editor:
We would like to thank Ray De Leon, Sidney Holland, Victor
Garza and Clint Morrison of the UT-PA Bronc Baseball team for
coming to my son Tommy's birthday party. They made it a very
special and memorable day for him.
Tommy has been greatly encouraged to play T-ball now that he
has recovered from his car accident.

Pre-registration
To the Editor:

u is wonderful that UT-PA is beginning preregistration this
spring for Fall '90! This will be a terrific help for student,
diminishing the long, tedious, and inefficient process of registration as it has been held in the past. However, as with most new programs, there is at least one snare in the system that should be
addressed.
Students like me, who have applied for loans in order to attend
summer school are currently unable to confirm whether we will be
receiving these loans. According to the girls up front in your
office, it will be the end of April before it is possible to do so, even
though I completed and turned in my application November-well
ahead of the deadline. I am supposed to preregister for my fall
classes on April 2, which means I may register for classes based
on an incorrect expectation of financial aid for the three summer
courses I want to take. If I don't receive this loan, I must change
my schedule in June. This is an unnecessary waste of my time and
of the registration personnel's. I also would have to pay a $5 "late
fee," and I might not be able to get the courses I need.
Surely someone in the financial aid office could have foreseen
this problem and eliminated it. However, at this late hour, perhaps
this situation will be remedied for future semesters.
Kendall Everhard Hill
Sophomore Economics Major

Danny, Emmaline, and Tommy Sanchez

Student reports assault

fouled up

On March 28,
A student reported that he had been assaulted by two hispanic
males on the northwest side of the campus. A further investigation
revealed that the assault had actually taken place off campus. The
matter was referred to the Edinburg Police Department.

March 30 Male student reported that his 1989 Ford Mustang
was damaged by a "hit and run" in Lot J.
April 3 Upon further investigation of the hit and run report, it
was revealed that the student's girlfriend was driving the vehicle
off campus on the day that the alleged hit and run took place.
Student was arrested for false police report and was also charged
with resisting arrest.
Bond was set at $1,500 on both charges and he was transferred
to the Hidalgo county jail.
A student reported that his vehicle was burglarized. Taken was
one Sharp black video camera valued at $1,299 and a black suit '
case valued at $50. Vehicle had been left unlocked.
Special note from the campus police department. The police
department wants people to know that any report of false accidents or crime incidents will be dealt with accordingly. "We will
not tolerate students giving false police reports, if they do, they
will be charged," said Chief Investigator Willie Rocha.
False Police Report (1) Any report to peace officer of an
offense or incident within the officer's concern, knowing that the
incident did not occur or; (2) A person makes report to peace
officer relating to an offense or incident within the officer's
concern knowing that he or she has no information relating to the
offense or incident.
This offense is a Class B misdemeanor and is punishable by
$1,000 fine and/or 180 days in jail.

S.G.A
Elections
April 18 & 19
@ 1990,'Q'&T
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Sincerely Yours
1619 South C/osner
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381-5661
Hallmark cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Hellum Balloons
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STUDENTS H/C $4.

Open Mon. - S.L 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

0 .380-2239
1603 W. UNIVERSITY, SUITE F, EDINBURG

An A1&fCard helps you communicate better, because you can use it to call from all kinds of places.

Like a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. You don't even need to have a phorw in your name to get
one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating where and
_
when you used the carcl.
To apply for the A1&FCard, call us at 1800 525-1955, Ext. 630.
The right choice.
Now, if only it were that easy to improve your grade
point average.

AT&T

What's
in control?
What governs your life?
Chance? Or could there be a
law of changeless good that
underlies it all?
It's a question worth exploring
at the Christian Science
Reading Room.
You're invited to use this
community resource any time.
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Tx.
open Mon. • Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information

686-4241
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Social issues to be discussed

1J

BESO holds another meeting

BRIEFS

The Philosophy Club will meet and present Dr. Catherine
MacNeil from the Department of History and Philosophy. Dr.
The Bilingual Education Students' Organization will have a
/<:)\:•:·._>:?: :~~;:L")ie:=""~).:O<-··/i<:'.: ;:~·~•::X:•·=·f~:~Hl:~!-i•x:·~ -.~-•./\·r~~;:;:~;:~\~::::b11liB
MacNiel will discuss "Conflict Versus Communication: Social organizational meeting April 7 from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. at Western
Change and Social Justice" today from noon till 1 p.m. in LA Sizzlin in Edinburg.
Room 111.Students and faculty are invited.
For more information contact Norma Canales at 581-3273.
The Learning Assistance Center will conduct workshopsSatur- For more information contact Bill Carter at 381-2750.
day morning to help students prepare for the TASP test which is
~
scheduled for April 28.
100 SC
I
11
.Participants must register one week in advance of the workshop.
A $5 fee
each session is required. Students may register for U
The Vnited Campus Ministry will sponsor the traditional Passas many sessions as necessary.
0•1er meal on Tuesday, April 10 at noon. The luncheon will be
The sessions will run from 9 a.m. until noon and are scheduled Anyone planning to teach this fall will need to attend the Pre.. served in the Campus Ministry Center located at 1615 W; Kuhn.
as foll_ows:
April 14-Writing
Stu~ent Teaching Orientation meeting which is scht:duled :or
The meal is a religious festival commemorating God's deliverApnl 7-Math
April 24-Readinll
Apnl 24 from 1:30 to 3 p.m. in Room 219 of the Education ance of the Jews from bondage and is significant for Christians
. Stude!1t~ can register for these workshops at the Student Serv- building.
both as a way of experiencing the crucial connection between
ices Bmldmg, Room 510.For more mformation call 381-2574.
----------------------,

TASP workshops available

Or1en
. tat·

heduIed or
f tore teachers

fo:

Passover meal set ~or Tuesday

CLASSIFIED
NEED

HELP

WITH

Retired ING. PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700
English teacher. Near campus. IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student
groups, frats and sororities
Glenn 383-2066.
ATTENTION: HIRING! Gov- needed for marketing project on
ernment jobs - your area. campus. For details plus your
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602- free gift. Group officers call 1800-765-8472 Ext. 50.
838-8885 Ext. R4490.
FOR SALE: Large home on
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! $32,000/yr large lot with large rooms. 4/3
income potential. Details, !- with formals & pool. Edinburg.
$88,000. Doris. Trendsetters
602-838-8885 Ext. T4490.
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALL- 687-2222 or 687-5887.

RE- TION INSTRUCTION.

SEARCH PAPERS? Essays?
English Lit? Qualified tutor B.S .. M.A. 630-3492.
ACT IN TV COMMERCIALS.
HIGHPAY. Noexperience... All

ages, kids, teens, young adults,
families, mature people, animals, etc. Call now! Charm
studios 1-800-837-1700 Ext.
8186.
I TYPE RESUMES, research
papers, book reports, etc. At
home. English and Spanish.
Call Nancy 631-0890 after 5
p.m.
WIN AHAW AllANVACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV plus raise

up to $1,400 in just 10 days!!
Objective: fundraiser. Commitment: Minimal. Money:
Raise $1,400. Cost: zero investment. Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sororities call
OCMC:
1-800-932-0528/1800-950-8472, Ext. 10.
TYPING SERVICE. Research
papers, reports, etc. Grammar
correction; proofreading & editing. Over ten years experience. Call 585-2838.

Reproductive
se·rvices

Chevys, Porsches and other
confiscated properties. For
Buyers Guide 1-800-448-2562
Ext. 5126. Also open evenings
& weekends.
ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).

De.linquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-8388885 Ext. Gfl 4490.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/

Ext. M4490. 7 am - 10 pm, 7
days.

year income potential. Details.
ATTENTION: HIRING! Cruise
1-602-838-8885 Ext. BK4490. ship, casino, hotel jobs! Free
ATTENTION: EASY WORK travel benefits! Details. 1-(j()2EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble 838-8885 Ext. Y 4490.
products at home. Details. 1AIRLINES NOW HIRING!
(j()2-838-8885 Ext. W 4490.
Flight attendants, many other
positions. . $17 ,500-$58,240.
ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
. Start$11.41/hour! Forapplica- X4490.
.
.
.
tion info, call 1-602-838-8885

Treasure HIiis
SuHe #35

2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Cour;,seling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:

428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

TYPING/PAPER PREPARA• M

RESERVE

GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Corvettes,

OFFICERS' TRAINING

I

South Texas Book & Supply
1516 W. University
(behind Pizza Hut)
F.Ainburg, Tex8s .•78539

CORPS

380-0345

~(?£10 lHEFiNl8H
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
O-K. You've heard about Army ROTC and all the good things about graduating as an Army officer. And you really
thought about taking that Freshman level ROTC course but just couldn't fit it into your schedule. And now you;re a
Sophomore and can't take ROTC.
Right? Wrong! Army ROTC has a program designed just for you. It's Camp Challenge. A six week, no obligation
program that prepares you for the Advanced ROTC courses and yet another chance to graduate as an Army officer.
The Camp Challenge Cycles are:
Cycle 1
Cycle 2
Cycle 3

09 June 90 to 19 July 90
16 June 90 to 26 July 90
23 June 90 to 02 August 90

Sound Good? Then stop by the department of Military Science located in Southwick Hall room 207 or call 381-3600
a~d ~ee how Y?U might qualify for this outstanding leadership training opportunity. And remember, if you don't do it
this time, theres no second chance.

ARMYROTC

TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

..
Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France!
As you race to the finish of the school year.
be sure to·enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault~ or Finesse~ All-Terrain Bike.

SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS
A sports water bottle.
. To ent~r,just race over to the campus contact
hsted at nght and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be
the most rewarding test of your college career!

Buy APC,

Get A Bike FREE!
Buy any of our
qualifying
desktop system~ at
a great student price,
and_get a Raleigh
All-Terrain Bike

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

Technology Resources

Clifford Moon
381-3300

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN"'

ZIN/THC
"•

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

data systems •"'
Groupe Bull

Form No. 1246A

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate M,crosofl• Windows. a producl of Microsoft Corporation.
•Qualifying systems include Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20, Z-286
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VGA Monitor.

Cl 1990, Zenith Data Systems

'
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SPORTS

Lamar here for weekend series
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

USL rips baseball Broncs
in three straight ASC games
MIKE GARZA
Sports Writer

Defending American South
Conference baseball champion
Southwestern
Louisiana's
Ragin' Cajuns swept a three
game series from the Broncs by
scores of 5-0, 7-3, and 4-1.
USL, which had been nationally ranked for six straight
weeks, now stands on top of the
American South Conference
with a 3-0record while UT-PA
falls to 1-5 in conference play.
Cajun righthanded pitcher

Kevin McDonald pitched a four
hit shut-out to lead USL to a 50 victory in the opening game of
the series. Bronc outfielder
Sydney Holland collected two
of the hits.
In the second game of the
series, the Cajuns scored three
runs in the top of the eighth
inning to break open a close
game en route to a 7-3 victory.
UT-PA had just scored two
runs in the bottom of the seventh inning to tie the game at 33. However, USLresponded by
scoring three runs off Bronc

Team

ASC

Overall

SW Louisiana
New Orleans
Lamar
Arkansas State
Louisiana Tech
UT-Pan American

3-0
2-1
2-1
3-3
1-2
1-5

30-9
21-11
15-20-1
4-22
13-17
20-18

Track prepares for
Texas Relays and
confere
nee meets
••
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer

The men's and women's track
teams head into the Texas Relays in Austin this Thursday,
Frid~y and Saturday and head
coach Reid Harter is hoping for
some strong individual performances.
"TheTexasRelaysareamong
the to}? three track and field
meets m the country next the
Drake and the Pitt relays," said
Harter. "The competition will
be high and we are in a position
where we hop a few people will
have some personal records."
The team goes to the University of Texas at Austin coming
off a good performance at the
Texas Southern University Relays.
Monica Wesley placed third
in the women's triple jump.
Delilah Johnson placed fourth
in the shot put, sixth in the
javelin and fifth in the discus.
Laura Arteaga placed seventh
in the 3000 meters. Rounding
out the women's side was the
sprint medley relay placed seventh. In the men's division, the
400 meter relay team placed
fifth. In the 400 meter hurdles,
Lee Valdez took sixth place. In
the triple jump, David Hunter
took home fifth place while
Javier Gallardo placed second
in the shot put.
Along with optimism about
the upcoming Texas meet Coach
Harter and Assistant Coach
Doug Erickson expressed contrasting views regarding the
ASC Championships scheduled
for late April. The women have
turned in the top performance in
the conference in seven events.
Besides this, a Lady Bronc has
turned in one of the top six
performances of every event
except the high jump and the
100 meter hurdles.
For the men there are two
leaders in conference standings.
Robert Barron leads in the 5000
meter run and David Hunter
leads the triple jump. In ad~ition, there are UTPA runners m
the top five of almost every
event
Despite their success through-

out the season, coach Harter
expresses little optimism about
thetr ASC title hopes.
The men's team does not
have the depth to compete with
the other teams in the conference," Harter said.
, "On the women's side I
thought at the beginning of this
year we had the strongest overall women'srosterinthehistory
of this school," said assistant
coach Doug Erickson. "But
many times what is on the paper
cannot always be translated to
fact."

a IfthQ

B2.ffler
Hairstyling
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record and a 2.79 ERA.
All three are seniorrighthanders.
Junior catcher/designated
hitter Blake Morrison heads
Lamar's hitting attack. He is
batting .358.
Freshman second baseman
Steven Starcke is the only
other Cardinal batting over
.300. He has a .321 average.
Senior outfielder Joel
Follmer leads the Cards in
homers with seven.

The Bronc baseball team tries
to rebound from a disappointing jump out of the ASC starting blocks this weekend when
the Lamar Cardinals come to
town for three games.
The two squads pair off in a
doubleheader on Friday night
starting at 5 p.m. They play a
third game on Saturday at 2
p.m.
The 17-21-1 Cardinals are hot
off a 2-1 series win over Arkan- r-----------=---=-------------.
sas State last weekend.
rM
However, Lamar lost both
games of a doubleheader on
THERAPEUT1cl~RPORATION
Tuesday to Rice by scores of
12-7 and 3-2.
Plasma Center
UT-PA, who was supposed to
play SW Texas State in a TuesSt1Jdent s ecial
day doubleheader, was instead
rained out and had the game
682-4159
.l:t2!!a
rescheduled for Wednesday.
$1 extra with student ID
Mon
Fri,
8:30
4
102 s. 16
Results were not available at
18 or older
Sat 8-4
press time.
McAllen

pitcher Ricky Clough in the next
inning.The Ragin' Cajuns added
another run in the ninth inning.
USL concluded the sweep by
defeating UT-PA, 4-1, despite
being out-hit eight to four by the
Broncs. UT-PA also left 12
runners on base.
Bronc starting pitcher Loy
Gillis allowed three hits in 6 2/3
mnmgs.
However,
Gillis
walked seven batters and gave
up three runs.
Ross Gonzales surrendered the
other run despite not allowing a
hit in 1 2/3 innings.

ASC baseball standings

The Cardinals come to town
with some strong pitching. All
three pitchers who will start
during the series have ERA's
under 3.00.
David Croak leads the Cardinals. Croak has a 4-3 record
with a team-low 2.64 ERA.
Joel Alexander will be one of
the other starters. He has 3-7
record with a blistering 2.69
ERA.
Shad Smith rounds out the
Cardinals. Smith also has a 4-3

~rittons Jeweler's

fafcmt'&
!Ba-r.bn ~hop
Cau 383-9012

s20 E, University

for Appointment
Walk-ins also Welcome

Edinburg. Texas

Nonhcro•

Downtown

10th & Nolana, McAllen

208 S. Main, McAllen

687-61.47

686-8332

FREE

OFFER

OPTIONS

ENDS
MAY31

'utellme Warranty

a pso

Ee ,A,o

Seafood
Restaurant

Daily Noon Buffet
All You Can Eat

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLIT-WIDI

Apri I Special

Fried Shrimp, Fried Fish, Broiled Fish, Vegetables, Salad Bar

TEXAS T-BONE 16 OZ.
BAKED POTATO, SALAD BAR & BREAD

* 2 Chicken & Cheese

$7 95

corn Patos

•••••••••••••••
••••••••••••
•

■

HWHITE FLOUR

Happy Hour Special 5 p.m. to lp.m.
Breakfast Special

HPATOS
______

$1.99

..•..

2 eggs, hash browns & choice of ham,
bacon or sausage on the side with coffee.

r- - I
I
L

-COUPON- -

-

LIKE 'EMI

Free Delivery

Mariachis Friday Nights 9:00
-

,

I
I

SHRIMP COCKTAIL
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

---------WITH THIS COUPON

with $6 minimum order

INCIAUJIH IN IIAIIINIAII fLOR TOIIIILUI
MIi, t'I OWN NOIIUIADI alCINI ALL fON
IIAII ,_IIN DAILY H PIIIIIIIII

NOW OlltlN DAILY Al 'J:00 A.11.•SUNDAY 9z00 A.II.

.99 ¢
Margaritas

.J

Only$2.89

___.

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL

Breakfast Tacos 49¢

* Spanish Rice
* Ranchero Beans
* 12 oz. Coke

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
llcALL■N (Pec■n)........................................682■3176
llcALLI■ (■us. 83)........................................7-8269
llcALLIN (No. l0th) .........................- .........M2■ 1S76

MON. -THURS.11 A.M. - 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. -10 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 11 A.M. TO 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. - MIDNIGHT
SUN.11 A.M. -3 P.M.
1012 S. CLOSNER
383-9262

• ..........................................................383.0725
■ROWIISYILL■ ......................••••••••••••••••••••••54 I -0241
MISSION ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••..••••••••••·••585-4545
WISLACO •••••····••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··••·••••-969• I 4 I .a ·
IIA■LINGIN •••••••••••••••••••..••••..••••••-••••••••••••••28•622•

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1990

After years of hardwork and dedication, you owe yourself this reward. Come by your University Bookstore for your
official The University of Texas - Pan American class ring. You can place an order with only a $50 deposit.

,~
:'··~~~c
.~~
--.UJV. "",\''\..
.

A
Sales Representative
from Jostens will
be available in
October.

-•&' ' --· . ,

Men's rings start at $407.
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Ladies' rings start at $347.

"'.t,.

NO INTEREST INSTALLMENT
PLANS ARE AVAILABLE

(Single Line)
Single Line Imprinting

We also have
UT-PA memorabilla

University
Bookstore
Main Store:
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. M -TH,
7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. F
Phone: 381-2251

Your Name

Double Line Imprinting

$ 5.00
$10.00

25 cards.......
50 cards.......

$15.00

100 cards .....

(Double Line)

Caps & Gowns
Your Name
Degree

Bachelor...... $25.00
Master.......... $35.00

$ 7.50
$12.50
$17.50

-
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Shakeups hit
basketball world

SGA

Students submit packets

Financial aid records new high
JOE ZAMBRANO
Editor

A 38 percent increase of
completed financial aid packets
set a new high record for the
university.
5,200 students have submitted their packets so far this year
as opposed to 2,000 last year,
according to Arnold Trejo, financial aid director.
"I want to praise students who
have done everything possible
tocomply,"Trejo said "perhaps
we could have more aid if there
were about 8,000 applicants."
Financial aid is still not done
processing applications and is
expecting an increase later this
month.
April 16 is the deadline to

The attorney general will be
coach amid turmoil brought on
appointed by the president and
by NCAA rules infractions.
to cover the fees for about 1,500 vice president.
The college basketball world
students this fall.
experienced a number of shakeFormer Marshall head coach
A quarter of a million dollars
Vying for the presidential and ups this past week, all of which Dana Altman will replace
was unavailable to students vicepresidentialpositionsofthe have a direct affect on UT-Pan Kruger.
because it was not paid back by University Program Board are American.
American South Conference
students from emergency loans. Norma Corona and Carl Flowrival Lamar may have found the
Trejo urges students to pay ers.
Former Pan American coach man they were looking for to fill
back so as to make that money
Norma Corona, a math major, Lon Kruger, who left Edinburg the role of head basketball coach
available to other students.
said,"Ifeellknowenoughabout in 1986 to take the head coach- and athletic director.
The financial aid office re- the position to do the job."
ingjobathis alma mater Kansas
ports only 15 students have
Carl Flowers, a kinesiology State, was named the new coach
Murray State head coach Steve
applied for emergency loans.
major, has, as a member and co- at the University of Florida.
Newton had already taken the
"Right now you only have to chair, three years experience in Kruger guided the Wildcats to job according to Beaumont telebe needy to receive aid, I hope UPB.
the NCAA Tournament in each vision statiion KBMT.
we don't have to start screening
Newton has guided the Murof his four years as head coach
to see who qualifies for emerOn election days, three poll- at K-State. He replaces Norm ray State Racers to the NCAA
gency loans," said Trejo.
ing ~oths will be established, Sloan, who resigned as Florida Tournament the past two years.
Trejo ended by giving a
one m front
theand
snack
bar,L~-;~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~-~-!!!!_!!!!_!!!!_!!!!_!!!!_!!!!_~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~;;;;;;;;::,::
friendly warning, "please apply another
in the of
LRC
the third
fr.
now to stop long lines and prob- in the CAS building.
lems later."

enter all completed documents
for processing to the financial
aid office.
Priority will be given to all
students who meet the deadline
which includes grants, scholarships and employment.
Trejo stresses to submit aid
packet on time or to find means
to pay for tuition because aid
will not be ready for registration
if submitted beyond the deadline.
Students who do not comply
will be expected to finance their
tuition and fees by paying with
cash, emergency loans, or installment plans. The deadline
for emergency loans is June 30.
However, the emergency
loans are limited and is expected

Hairmasters
15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty
Walk-Ins Welcome

Yvonne
Diane

Marty
Annabele

383-9133

Edinburg, Texas

2002 W. University

the computer you
need to succeed in the
real world and achance
to use it there.
It's easy. Just try our Real World Demo on a
Macintosh®computer to enter Apple's Real
World Sweepstakes.
If you're one of14 Grand Prize winners,
you'll get to spend a week this summer at the
organization of your choice listed below, where
you'11 see Macintosh computers hard at work. And
when you get home,you can use your own new
Macintosh SE/ 30 to write your resume and
follow-up letters.
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who
will receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000

Second Prize winners who will getApple®T-shirts.
You really can't lose ifyou come in and get
your hands on a Macintosh today. Because once
you do,you'll see how easy it is to use and how
much one could do for you now.
You'11 appreciate the value of a Macintosh
computer after you leave campus and head out
into the real world, too.
But don't take our word for it. Come in and
try a Macintosh and see for yourself. And if you
win the Grand Prize, you' 11 be seeing ■
the real world sooner than you think.

Enter Apple's Real World ~eepstakes and you could win aweek at _- -~. _ _
one olthese leading organizations and aMacintosh computer .&f7ZW,t.~3™ - ~
Enter April 2nd-April 13th

Technology Resources, LRC 116, Come see Felipe or Perry

Wanted
Undergraduate Students
as
Resident Assistants
Fall 90 & Spring 91
Are you interested in being a leader?
Do you like meeting people and organizing activities?

lit■;!;tai
IF YOU ANSWER YES TO THESE QUESTIONS???
CONTACT:
THE HOUSING & RECREATION OFFICE
UC-102
381-3439

r·..····;·HARLiNGEN..........
- PREGNANCY
1604 ED CAREY DR., SUITE 2
HARLINGEN, TX 78550

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION COUNSELING
ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE

♦
:

i
♦
:

I

FOR INFORMATION CALL
423-4355
24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL

See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations
\ffll' Cm1JXJter, Inc Afllle, th, Afllle kJRo, ant \taont™1 are "'!lislered trndemarks ci Afllle CclnJXJ:er, Inc.

C) 1990

South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

I•,,.

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

Apple's Real World Sweepstakes

On Tuesdays Only!

Win a week at one of these outstanding organizations:
ABC News lnterAC1ive

Apple Computer, Inc.

Prolilefioo al /nte,aefivg Via;io Disks /or Scooo/s

CompU/e, Marketing ancl Managemoot

BBDO

American Express Publishing Corporation

AdVIXliSi"iJ Agerq

Communications, Pub/isllng

Ben & Jerry's Homernr.de, Inc.

Claris Corporation

Marksling, Corrmunicaf.oos, Anance

High TechndO{lt Marke(lng, So/lwarG

Cornell University Medical College

National Foundation
for the Improvement of Education

Medical EdUcatim and Reroarm

Exis
ATechnology Firm of KPMG Peat Marwick

EdlX:alioo CornmmicationancJ Pmanmropy

Exeair,ve lnforma/ioo & DeciSion &pport Systems M;mgemmt

Arclilect111eft'm

~-

The Guthrie Theater

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00- 9:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

Steed Hammond Paul
National Library of Medicine (NIH) .

Ms Managemoot

CCX11pu/(I( Science, Medo/19, BiriecllnO/Ogy, Grapl'rcs

Apple Education Research Program

U.S. Communications Corporation

K-12 Classroom-based Roogarcn

PrormtiOnal Markfing Ag=r

t♦

i
t

l..........~~JJ;~::..:!!..........J.

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8:00-5:.10, Fri. 8:00-12:00

I
I
I
I
I

!

~

~~

AFTER 10:00 p.m. $1.50 BAR DRINKS
TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE ATTIRE.
We will decorate
& give you a

Bottle of Champagne

For FREE
• NO COVER AND FREE DRINKS 00 NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

The
38th Year No. 27
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s ·tudent elections

continue today
DANNY MARTINEZ
Staff Writer

ticket.
Berlanga, who has worked for
the last two SGA administrations, said he would like to get
SGA to its past efficiency when
Robert Alvarez and J.R. Garza
were president and vice president.
Both ticket platforms voiced
concern with creating a more
extensive awareness of SGA.
Robinson and Lugo said they
feel a revision of the SGA
constitution is necessary and
parking facility improvements
for students is a top priority.
In addition, Robinson and
Lugo would like to see an increase in the number of computers or at least better the time
management of existing computers. Also, their platform
pushes for the re-establishment
of the El Bronco yearbook.
Guerrero and Berlanga wish
to initiate a more unified SGA
while gearing toward the formation of a child care center
available to students and faculty.
Improvement ofcomputer lab
facilities is also an issue of
Guerrero and Berlanga.

Today is the last day for students to vote in the general
campus elections.
Voting booths are located in
front of the snackbar, the Leaming Resource Center and inside
the CAS Building.
Two executive branch tickets
are running for president and
vice president of the Student
GovemmentAssociation (SGA)
office and two people have filed
for senate positions.
An additional 25 open senate
positions can be filled by writein votes.
Rosbel Pena filed for junior
senator. John M. Hernandez has
filed for sophomore senator.
Both executive tickets presented platforms at a debate at
the Science Circle Tuesday.
One ticket is composed of
Andrew Robinson, current SGA
attorney general, and Enna
Lugo, SGA senior senator.
"I don't want to talk about
making a difference," Robinson said. "I want to make a
difference."
Albert Guerrero and Carlos
Berlanga make up the opposing See Elections p. 3

And he's off-Bronc trackster Brad Merriman from Kingsville, Texas, jumps off the starting block during an afternoon track practice.

(Photo by Tony Mercado)

Senate condemns SOBA dean on 'Special Merits' complaint
JAMES VAN TOLAR
Managing Editor

The Faculty Senate passed a
resolution condemning F.J.
Brewerton, dean of the School
of Business Administration, for
awarding "Special Merit" monies and violating "the spirit of
collegiality
The resolution that passed with
a 15 to 6 margin and two abstentions, stated "A resolution of
condemnation against the
SOBA dean for taking money
from the merit process without

consulting the faculty and for
awarding the money without
faculty consent."
Jerry Polinard, chairman of
Faculty Senat, offered the resolution after the SOBA Special
Merit Committee gave its report to the Senate March 28.
The senate created the committee after a group of six tenured faculty members of the
SOBA submitted a written
complaint to the Faculty Senate
concemin the nature and le-

gality of giving "Special Merit
Awards" to certain faculty
members.
The committee report states,
"It is apparent to the committee
that for some people it is more
important to be right than to be
. "
f arr.
The report indicated that while
current merit policies are
"ambiguously worded" the letter of the law seems to have
become more important than the
spirit of the law.
In the summer, Brewerton

awarded "Special Merit Awards,"
The six untenured faculty
ranging from $600 to $1,200, to members of the SOBA are
five department chairs and direc- Margaret Allison, Clara
tors within the SOBA and to a Buitenbos, Gilbert Cardenas,
lecturer.
Les Rydl, Charles Strong and
Edward Vento.
Six tenured faculty members of
Nevarez has responded to the
the SOBA believe the "Special "six" stating, "to the best of
Merit Awards" violated SOBA my knowledge no policies or
merit regulations, university pol- guidelines were violated by the
icy and UT System policy. The merit in question."
"six" have requested President
Nevarez rescind the awards and
Nevarez felt the awarding of
involve faculty in the merit proc- "Special Merit Awards" was
ess.
an attem t to com ensate for

'Romeo' plays
to students Tues.,
opens Thursday
Street fights and duels-the
bitter quarrels of the Montagues and Capulets-and the
"too rash, too sudden, too illadvised" love of the world's
most famous lovers, will fill
the stage when "Romeo and
Juliet" is presented here, April
26 through April 28 at 8 p.m.
and Sunday, April 29 at 2 p.m.
Two students per ID will be
admitted free Tuesday and
Wednesday, p~ew nights.
Shakespeare's timeless tale
of tender love and violence is
· sponsored by Whata~urger, a
friend of the arts m South
Texas.
Lydia Lopez will be playing
Juliet Capulet, Romeo's secret
bride who, for love of him,
feigns death in drugged sleep
to forestall her marriage to the
man of her father's choice. .
Chavez Ransom has the role
of Romeo Montague who, returning from an exile forced
by his killing ofJuliet' s cousin,
takes his life at Juliet's tomb,
believing her to be dead.
Joseph Arnold Corkill will
be seen as Romeo's tarttongued friend Mercutio, and
Cynthia Ransom will have the
part of Juliet's warm-hearted

nurse. Gerardo Gonzales will
·
portray Friar Laurence, whose
attempts to aid the ill-fated lovers go awry, but resolve, instead, the long-standing feud
between the Montagues and
Capule ts.
Other key roles in a magnificent drama that has been played
with perennial success for
nearly 400 years have been
assigned to Chris Leka, Jeff
Marquis, Fidencio Leal Zavala, Charles Morris and Linda
Giss Donahue, under the direction of Doug Cummins.
Scenery design is by James
A. Hawley; lighting d~sign is
by Tom Grabowski; fight choreographer is Charles Morris;
and stage manager is Sandy Z.
Duke.
Tickets are priced at $5, and
reservations can be made by
calling the University Theatre
Box Office, 381-3581. Tickets may be picked up at performance. No onewill be seated
late, and no children under 3rd
grade will be admitted.
The University Theatre is
located in the Communications Romeo and Juliet-Joseph A Corkill, Chavez Ransom, Jeff Marquis, Melinda MarroBuilding with parking in the
lot on the corner of Highway quin, Lydia Lopez and Cynthia Ransom will appear in Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet"
with "Pan Am Nights" performances April 24 and 25.
107 and Sugar Road.

the administrative duties of
certain faculty.
Current SOBA merit policy
awards merit money on the basis
of teaching, professional
achievement and professional
The merit policy,
service.
however, fails to award lecturers and to account for the efforts
of faculty who function in administrative roles.
In the summer, Brewerton received permission from the for-

ISee Special Merit p. 5

Registration
to wrap up
April 27
DAVID GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

Registration for the fall s~mester is well under way and 1s
scheduled to continue until
April 27. Fresh~en are regi~tering the remamder of this
week and all of next week.
Anyone else wishing to register can anytime after 1 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and
all day Friday. •
"We're trying to encourage
students whose time came up to
registerto go ahead and register
in the remaining days," said
David Zuniga, UT-PA registrar.
He also said that they 're open
until 7 p.m. so that students
have achancetoregisterattheir
most convenient time.
As of last week, about 65
percent of th_e students_ eligi?le
to register did so, Zumga said.

See Registrtation p.7

Attention
All Students
All students planning to attend summer session here
must notify the admissions
office by Monday. This includes currently enrolled students.
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GUEST
COLUMN
DR. EARL C. FRANKENBERGER

Dr. celebrates
Earthday

T

oday at 12:00 p.m., a tree will be planted in front of the
LA Building as part of student participation in "Earth
Week" activities, a national effort on college campuses to help protect and restore our environment. All
students are encouraged to participate.
The main purpose of Earth Day is to increase awareness that
individuals are not "helpless" when it comes to improving the
environment. Even as individuals, we can have a positive impact
on the environment by changing our own behaviors.
During today's observance, students and faculty can sign The
Earth Day Pledge:
I pledge myselfas a caring human being to accept my share of
the responsibility for the stewardship of planet Earth: to help
conserve her natural resources, to preserve her wildlife, to
protect or restore her natural beauty, and to become more aware
of the interdependence of all living things in the world around
me.
Act: I pledge to do my utmost to recycle, conserve energy, save
water, use efficient trans- portation, and try to adopt a lifestyle as
if every day were Earth Day.
Purchase: I pledge to buy and use only those products least
harmful to the environment. Moreover, I will do business with
corporations that promote global environmental responsibility.
Vote: I pledge to vote and support those candidates who d e m - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - onstrate an abiding concern for the environment.
Support: I pledge to support the passage of local, state, and
federal laws and international treaties that protect the environment.
Officia,lly, Earth Day is Sunday, April 22, 1990. This campus'
observance of Earth Week activities is organized by Josephine
Jisha and other students committed to improving the environment. Dr. Lee Hamilton, Dr. Gary Mounce and Mr. Bud Frankenberger .are-also supporting student efforts to organize Earth
Week activities.
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"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
to the editor should be 250 words or less. They may be edited
for libelous statements, newspaper style, correct spelling and
grammatical errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions
will not run. All letters must be signed and include the
writer's telephone number, and where applicable, major and
classification or job title. Letters must be typed and
double-spaced. Names may be withheld upon request.
Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications Office,
Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Friday prior to pub~cation. ~e
editors reserve the right to not print any letter. If mterested m
writing a guest column, contact the editor.
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anyway. Hey, chlordane, radiation it's all
ife as we know it in the
leads down the same path.
•
Valley may end very
There are some possible solution~
soon. We are being
though. In one Gilligan's Island episode;.
invaded by killer tomaa crate of radiation-exposed food floated
toes from outerspace which our chilinto their lagoon and after the plants grew
dren have been brainwashed into
to an enormous size, everyone experiANDY ESQUIVEL
planting. Fol.ks, we have to figure a
enced an enhancement ofone of his or her
way out of this.
STAFF WRITER
Theproblem:tomatoseedsthathave ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. physical abilities. I seriously doubt anyone will experience something like great
been exposed to space radiation are
strength, but it would be great if the
being handed out to kids nation-wide and a batch or two have
tomatoes grew really humongous. Then we could go around and
been distributed here as well. Ofcourse, scientists are saying the
t?Iow tomatoes at politicians who put their foot in their mouths
fruit from these plants (yes, tomato is a fruit) is perfectly
l~e Mayor Othal Brand and Clayton Williams, or at bad actors
harmless, but there is a remote possibility that they were
like Tony Danza and Arnold Schwarzenegger. (You might want
affected by the radiation so we have been advised not to eat to forget about Arnold unless you have a death wish.) But you.
them. I have nightmarish visions of tomatoes eating me from the could throw one at Ronald Reagan and kill two birds with one
inside out.
stone.
Anybody remember that movie "Attack of the Killer TomaGeorge Carlin once noted tomatoes looked like little pink
toes"? I didn't see it all because it was too stupid but I do
bicycle tires: If ~om~toe~ grew abnormally large, I guess they
remember the credits stating that those were Skakespearean would look ~ike big pink bicycle tires. Then we wouldn't have to
Tomatoes. I wish I had taken these predictors of our future more
use rubber ores anymore. There's an idea for conservationists.
seriously. But don't mention this to MayorOthalBran~ because
W,e could also send a batch of these to President Bush and hope
he already knows we're all dying from something or other
he likes them as much as brocolli.

L

THE OTHER
SIDE
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Parking solution sought
To the editor:
I would like to make some comments on the parking situation on
campus. Since students purchase the majority of parking tags, one
can assume that they contribute the money toward the parking lots
on campus. The arrangement of the parking lots on campus was
not made with the growth of the University in mind. The east side
parking lot has very few classes compared to the west side.
I read an article in the campus newspaper where someone suggested to students of UT-Pan Am to get up early and find themselves a parking space . I believe this person is implying that students are naturally lazy, but this person probably has a parking
space in front of his office. I also noticed the large numbers of reserved spaces empty throughout the day and evening.
It is not fair to have to buy a parking permit and then have to park
in the street. The number of students attending this campus out
weighs the number of convenient parking spaces. I know there are
regulations which require so many spaces for handicapped people,
yet many spaces remain vacant.
Other than for sporting events, the parking lot on the east side of
the campus should not be considered "adequate" parking for students whose classes are in the west side of the campus.
In conclusion, I hope this situation will be corrected. The University needs to look at the future knowing more parking areas will
be needed because there will be an increase of students every year.
Let's build a beautiful landscape, with the maximum convenient
spaces in the new parking lots.
Name withheld by request

Better system needed
To the Editor:
I would like to make a few comments about financial aid. I
realize they deal with millions of questions daily; however, many
students depend on the financial aid office. It is difficult to have
much faith in it when they continuously lose paperwork, fail to be
clear in requirements, and cannot provide the information students need to know in a timely manner.
A week before spring semester began, I learned my financial aid
paperwork was missing and was unable to receive any assistance
for that semester. I am certain that this is not an isolated incident.
I think one solution is to issue receipts for each packet turned in.
One student spent six days going back and forth trying to submit
his financial aid paperwork. Each time he went to the financial aid
office something else was needed to complete his file. All it takes
is one harrowing experience to discourage a student from applying for aid he needs to be able to continue his education.
With the computer technology at what it is today,_whycan'tthe
Family Financial Statements be transmitted directly to their
destination by computer modem? It would save a great deal of

Spanish poetry marks
Pan American Days
time, and, at the same time, all parties concerned would be able to
ask any questions.
In conclusion, I would like to say that someone should look into
the computerized transmission, and it would be great if the staff
would not make students feel defensive when they have questions.
I really hope something can be done to help.
Name withheld by request

CRIME REPORT
:::1:mrttttt□

I

Women's restroom
vandalized
On April 11, a case of criminal mischief was reported by a
custodian working in the Education Building. An unkown individual painted graffiti all over the lady's restroom walls.
The police were called in response to a student being drunk
and disrupting a class in the BA building.The following day, the
same student was taken before a justice of the peace. Bond was
set at $100.
·
April 12 A burglary of habitation was reported in the Men's
Dorm. A student reported that his CD player and two speakers
valued at $500 were stolen.
April 16 A case of disorderly coriduct was reported by a
student in the Fine Arts Building Rm 128. A male student came
in and disrupted class and used profane language towards the
student. A complaint was filed with the JP and a warrant for the
assaulting student was to be issued at a later date.
Three male subjects were arrested for public intoxication in
front of the men's dorm service drive. All were taken to the city
jail. It is still unknown whether they were students or not.
On that same day, a student reported that on April 13, an
intoxicated male subject walked into the CAS theatre and harassed the female student.
April 17 A student was arrested in the lobby of the police
department. He was charged with disorderly conduct and taken
before a Justice of the Peace for arraignment.

ANDY ESQUIVEL
Staff Writer

The 4th Annnual International
Symposium on Spanish, in progress through Friday, has invited about 40 speakers from
the United States, Mexico and
South America to discuss this
year's topic: Latin American
Poetry.
The distinguished Mexican
poet, Jose Emilio Pacheco, from
Mexico City, Mexico, will discuss, "Conversacion y Lectura
de Poemas Recientes," at 2:30
p.m. today in the Media Theater
Auditorium.
Also Dr. Miguel GonzalesGerth, a professor of Spanish
from the University of TexasAustin, will speak on contemporary Latin American poetry
at 11 :30 a.m. today at the Media
Theater Auditorium.
Gonzalez-Gerth is first to appearin the new Arnulfo S. Martinez Distinguished Lecturer Series, named in honor Dr. Arnulfo
S. Martinez, former vice president of international education
and Inter-American Affairs
here. Martinez also served as
vice president of student affairs.
Dr. Lino Garcia Jr., the 1990
Symposium director and director for the department of modem languages and Literature
Center for Latin-American Studies, said other distinguished
speakers attending are poet
Carlos German Belli from Lima,

Student Government.
Elections
Today is your
last chance

SPECIAL NOTE FROM THE CHIEF OF POLICE.
Signs will be posted in the new Student Service parking lot for
thirty minute parking. Anybody, including faculty, students,
staff and visitors will be fined for staying more than thirty
minutes in the lot.

Special Thanks
to everyone at
U.T. Pan American
for your support in
bringing us back as
your food service
for the Cafeteria
& Snack Bar.
We're excited
to be associated
with your fine
tradition.

Peru and poet Ester de
Yzaguirre, from the Universidad Estatal de Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
Both will read some of their
own poetry which will then be
~scussed by some of their critics.
Professors from the University of Texas-Austin, University of Ohio, University of California at Berkley will aslo present papers.
The purpose of this symposium is "for students to get a
glimpse or a perspective of what
these intellectuals have to tell
us," said Dr. Garcia, "but we
(professors) are going to learn
from them, too, because we all
need some exposure to this so
that we can better help the students to grow intellectually.
·
"Who knows, there may be a
budding, new poet out there."
Spanish is a very conservative
and conditioned "language, said
Dr. Garcia, and "there is not
enough time in one life to cover
all the works of authors, poets
and novelists."
"One of our objectives is to
make the public aware," Garcia said. The symposium is open
to the public.
Local Spanish school teachers have been invited, and invitations have been extended to
people from Reynosa, Mexico.
The symposium is part of the
celebration of Pan American
Days, a traditional celebration
on campus.

(10 to choose from)

Stock # BA9055

Sale Price
$7890.00
Factory Rebate - 1000.00

$6890.00 + TT &
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Sale Price
$10990.00
Factory Rebate - 1000.00
$9990.00 + TT & L

* Sale price $7890, 60 payments of $169.50
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Huge selection of used cars
First time buyers program
College graduate program
Prefered customer program

If you need a car, we have a credit plan for you!
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Management
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Gilbert Longoria
Damian Orozco

Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez

969-2828

Betty Garcia
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Passover meal planned
The United Campus Ministry will sponsor the traditional Passover meal on Tuesday, April 10 at noon. The luncheon will be
served in the Campus Ministry Center located at 1615 W. Kuhn.
The meal is a religious festival commemorating God's deliverance of the Jews from bondage and is significant for Christians
both as a way of experiencing the crucial connection between
Christianity and Judaism and as a model of celebration centered
in the home.
For more information contact Pat Sullivan or David Diaz at 3830133.

BRIEFS
I ii

On April 24 and 25, at 8 p.m. the Theatre will hold its Pan Am
Nights on which students, faculty and staff can attend the play
for free.
Two people can be admitted with a valid UT-PA I.D. card. No
late seating and children under 3rd grade will not be admitted.
On April 26, 27, 28 at 8 p.m. and Sunday April 29 at 2 p.m.,
a valid I.D. card will admit only one person at curtain time, as
space permits.
Reserved seats are $5, and reservations can be made by calling the University Theatre Box Office at 381-3581.

Student art show set
The annual Student Art Show will open with an awards presentation at noon May 1 in the art gallery of the CAS Building.
The CAS Gallery will be open Mondays and Wednesdays
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9 a.m. to noon and from 3.pm. to 5 p.m.
For more information call the Art Dept. at 381-3480.

Wage/salary survey available
The UT-PA Society of Human Resources Management has
completed its fifth annual Wage and Salary Survey of Hidalgo
County.
Copies of the 17 page report can be purchased from the
student chapter for $5.
Checks should be made payable to the Students Chapter of
SHRM and mailed to the adviser, Dr. Walter Greene, c/o
School of Business Administration, UT-Pan American, Edinburg Tx 78539.

Chess club to hold first meet
The Valley Chess Circle will have its first official meeting
Today from noon to 1.pm. in LA Room 109.
All chess buffs beginners to advanced are invited to attend.
For more information contact Reye Villagomez at 381-2581.

Shakespearan play to be held Honor
·s o~iety elects officers
UT-PA Honor Society
The University Theatre will hit the stage once again this semes- Elections of officers for 1990-91 will be held April 26 in room
ter as it presents the timeless classic "Romeo and Juliet " by 125 of the Liberal Arts Building.
William Shakespeare.
•
'
Those persons interested in the offices of President, Vice

President, Secretary and Treasurer should be present.
End of the year events will be discussed, including the Honors
Program reception which will be held on May 10.
All Honors Studies Program students and Society members are
encouraged to attend.
Others who are interested in becoming members are welcome.

Spanish literary contest slated
A "Mother's Day" poetry contest for all students is being
sponsored by the Spanish Club.
Poetry or prose should be submitted to Alicia Bilder or Americo
Martinez by April 27 at CAS 305.
For more information, call 381-3441.

Rock-n-Roll history presented
· Phi Alpha Theta History Club will present The History of Rock
and Roll by Dr. Dean Canty of the Dept of Music Today from noon
to 1.pm. in LA Room 111. Students, faculty and public are
invited.
For more information contact Terry Cargill at 381-2750.

~raternity holds banquet
Alpha Kappa Psi will have its annual Spring Banquet at 8 p.m.
April 28 at the Plantation South Country Club.
Tickets will be $11 per person and there will be a cash bar.
To make reservations contact Alpha Kappa Psi office at 3813370 or stop by Business Administration Building Room 212D.

THERAg,lebg·
Plasma Center

Student special
$17 per donation+ ad
682-4159

Jj2.Y.[§
Mon - Fri, 8:30 - 4
Sat 8 • 4

$1 extra with student ID
18 or older

JUST DO IT. ~

at

102 s. 16
McAllen

McAllen Sfn'tU

"Just Do It" SK-Run

:,: a.o n,jversary

SATURDAY, APRIL 21ST
PRIZES PACKAGE FOR ALL RUNNERS

3rd Annual McAllen S/wt,U
Open Racquetball Tournament
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APRIL 27, 28 AND 29, 1990
SINGLES AND DOUBLES

SUMMIT SPORTS CLUB
A I l

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT
PROJECT ABUSE

■

NIKE® AIR JORDAN 90's IN STOCK
LARGE ASSORTMENT NIKE® SPRING WEAR
HAS ARRIVED

687-5500

■

Here is your chance to
win a $20. Gift Certificate
During the week of finals, May 7 - 11,
we will be having 4 drawings daily
at 9 a.m., 11 a.m., 1p.m., and 3 p.m.

Register
at Either
Store!
109 S. 17111 Downtown llcAJl,n

■

(Need not be present to win)
4119 N. lOtll llorthcloss SIIOppioc Center

&30-1no

CRIMINAL JUSTICE NEEDS YOU
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale has an outstanding Master's
degree program to help you prepare for a rewarding and satisfying career
in criminal justice.
The faculty has a strong international reputation and is professionally
experienced and knowledgeable in many aspects of the field.
The Curriculum blends theory and practice to form a solid professional
and academic base. The program is kept small to allow individual attention
and development. Graduate assistantships are available for qualified
students. Women and minorities are urged especially to apply.

For more information contact:
Professor Dennis Anderson
Center for the Study of Crime,
Delinquency and Corrections
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, IL 62901-4504
(618) 453-5701

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
An equal opportunity/affirmative action educational Institution and employer

345
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o th Te as
Book & Supply
1516 W. University, Edinburg

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
Paying back your college loan
can be a long, uphill battle. But the
Army1s Loan Repayment Program
makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier,
the Army will reduce your college
debt by 1h or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just
3 years, your college loan will be completely paid off.
.
You're eligible for this program
with a National Direct Student Loan
or a Guaranteed Student Loan or a
Federally Insured Student Loan made
after October 1, 1975. And the loan
can't be in default.
And just because you've left col~ege, don't think you'll stop learning
m the Army. Our skill training offers
a wealth of valuable high-tech careeroriented skills. Call your locai Army
Recruiter to find out more.

2020 North 10th Street
682-6141

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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I TYPE RESUMES, research

TYPING/PAPER PREPARApapers, book reports, etc. At TION instruction. Retired

home. English and Spanish. English Teacher. Near CamCall Nancy 631-0890 after 5 pus. Glenn 383-2066.
TYPINGSERVICE. Research
p.m.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACA- papers, reports, etc. Grammar
TION OR BIG SCREEN TV plus correction; proofreading and
raise up to $1,400 in just 10 editing. Over 10 years experidays!!! Objective: Fundraiser. ence. Call 585-2838.
NEED HELP WITH RECommitment:
Minimal.
Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: SEARCH PAPERS? Essays?
Zero Investment. Campus or- English lit? Qualified tutorganizations, clubs, frats, sorori- B.S., M.A. 630-3492.
RESUME WRITING, REties call OCMC: 1-800-932SEARCH
PAPER, essays, help
0528/l-800-950-8472, Ext.

Special Merit

----Continued from p.

mer vice president of academic
affairs to reserve 10 percent of
SOBA' s total merit allocation
then awarded it in the form of
"Special Merit Awards" to the
SOBA administrators.
Brewerton made the awards
"to recognize the service contributions of the school's administrators that the faculty·
cannot accomodate."
Brewerton said he determinedtheamountoftheawards
by taking into account each administrator's respective func-

tion and overall performance
and results.
According to Brewerton, the
furor over the special merit
awards is part of an ongoing
battle over merit policy within
the SOBA.
About two years ago, the
SOBA faculty adopted a new
merit system which was designed to inform faculty of
specific criteria by which merit
would be awarded.
The previous system was
retrospective and did not help

with mechanics, grammar ,
composition. Call after 6 p.m.
380-1563. Rush jobs.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).

Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-8388885 Ext GH449.
ATTENTION-HIRING!

Government jobs- your area.
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602838-8885 Ext. R4490.
ATTENTION-EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! $32,000/

year income potential. Details,
1-602-838-8885 Ext. T4490.

$88,000. Doris. Trendsetters
687-2222 or 687-5887.

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Stu-

ATTENTION-EARN
MONEY READING BOOKS!

dent groups, frats and sororities needed for marketing project on campus. For details plus
your free gift, group officers
call 1-800-765-8472 Ext. 50.

$32,000/yearincome potential.
details. 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
Gff 4490.

application info, call 1-602838-8885, Ext. M4490. 7 a.m.10 p.m., 7 days.
ATTENTION-HIRING!
CRUISE SHIP, CASINO,HOTEL
JOBS! Free travel benefits!

Details. 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
Y4490.

ATTENTION-EASY WORK,
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble

FOR SALE: Large home on

products at home. Details. 1li02-838-8885 Ext. W 4490.

large lot with large rooms. 4/3
with formals & pool. Edinburg.

ATTENTION-POSTAL
JOBS! Start $11.41/hour! For

AIRLINES NOW HIRING!

Flight attendants, many other
positions! $17,500-$58,240.
CAil 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
X4490.

1---------------------------------faculty to plan their activites, phasizes both teaching and
''These are people who came
Brewerton said. The current
SOBA merit system also at!empts to eliminate subjectivlty.

research whereas the former
policy failed to adequately
stress research.

A majority of the faculty has
"The (SOBA) faculty com- responded well to the new merit
mittee attempted to eliminate policy; however, "six" SOBA
much ofthe pure subjectivity in faculty members have resisted
merit evaluations. They wanted the new policy, Brewerton said.
to deal with objective data as
The "six" SOBA faculty
opposed to subjective," Brew- · members have not adjusted to
erton said.
the new merit policy and conThe current merit policy, sequently, have received little
according to Brewerton, em- merit money, he said.

here at a time when the primary expectation was teaching performance and they have
not been able to adapt to the requirements ofthe new system."
Brewerton continues, "They
are, for the most part, pretty
good teachers, but as a group
they represent collectively,
probably the lowest performing group in the school on re- ·
search and writing."
Allison agrees that they have
done well in teaching, but said

© 1990/iT&T

IMPROVE
YOUR
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS.

,.

•

that Gilbert Cardenas is one of
the highest producers within
the school.
Brewerton said he believes
the "six" have seized the "Special Merit Awards" issue as an
opportunity to express their
discontent with the SOBA
merit process.
Allison disagrees.
"That is total! y incorrect. We
find the current merit policy
acceptable," she said.

According to Polinard, the
committee concluded that there
was no violation of policy because the policy is vague;
however, the spirit of the policy was violated.
"What went wrong here is a
dean took money out of the
faculty merit pool without _
consulting the faculty, he made
merit awards without consulting the faculty," he said.
"'SpecialMeritAwards'may
be eminently justifiable, but if
it is faculty money being used
then the faculty should be involved in the process," Polinard said.
Allison said she believes the
principle is not the money, or
the award, itself, but that rules
have been broken.
"I don't have a problem with
the 'Special Merit Awards' as
a concept, but any merit award
should follow the written guidelines set up by the faculty," she
said.
But according to Brewerton,
"The facts ofthe situation seem
very clear that this (Special
Merit A wards) was well within
the latitude that the dean has to
make these kind of decisions
and is certainly well within the
policy latitudes of the vice
president and president. The
faculty may not like them, but
being dissatisfied is a different
matter entirely from it being a
policy violation."
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1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611

An A1&fcard helps you communicate better, because you can use it to call from all kinds of places.

Llke a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. You don't even need to have a phone in your name to get
one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating where and
when you used the carcl.
AT. T
To apply for the A1&fCard, call us at 1800 525=7955, Ext. 630.
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Now, if only it were that easy to improve your grade
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point average.
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Sincerely Yours
1619 South C/osner
Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons
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hips fell where they might and revel- testants could increase their winnings by players limboed into the night at the Resi- ing at the blackjack and poker tables.
dent Hall Association's
first "CaAt the end of the evening, those who fared
sino Night."
best with Lady Luck were able to bid at the
Initial reaction from partiers was "Casino Night Auction." Students bid for
that the event, held April 5, was a resounding items such as: a VCR, portable stereo, 35mm
success, one that may well become an annual camera and 3 personal stereos.
affair.
Lisa Tavares, resident hall association treasPersonal servicessuch as cooking a dinner
urer, said, "We created 'Casino Night' to b:r:eak for two, room cleaning and typing a research
the monotony that students sometimes experi- paper also were auctioned.
ence."
According to Tavares, all the RHA officers
More than 150 people showed for the event and were pleased with the turn out.
filled the lobby of the Women's Residence Hall.
"We believe the event was the moit suc"Casino Night" featured several contests such cessful activity that RHA has sponsored, as a
as limbo, lambada and sexy legs. Play money result we have decided to to make it an annual
was awarded to the contest winners. Then, con- event," she said.

Limbo time-Tiffany
Zanowski and Lily Elizonda
assist Bronc cager Clyde
Davis while he goes as low
as he can go.

Lambada fever-Arturo Ormond and Yoli Melendez go for broke during a lambada
dance routine at Casino Night.

r
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r
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Ante up-Blackjack dealer Chris Egan takes up the cards from the prospective gamblers.

Flash the cash-Gary Dillard, Sandy Kye, Cheryl Adams, Michelle Hill and Carla Williams show off their winnings from the night.

On guard duty-Anita

Strutln his stuff-Frank

Bustin a move-Carla Wil-

Cantu keeps people from
going upstairs. ·

gets down at Casino Night.

Iiams joins in on the fun
during Casino Night.
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Publications win press awards
Publications students won 17
awards at the 81 st annual Texas
Intercollegiate Press Association conference in Arlington
last week, with Rio magazine
ta1cing the most, nine.
Letty Cavazos, editor of The
Pan American last fall, took
second place in Live Contest
Page One Newspaper Design.

Photographer Tony Mercado
won honorable mention in news
photography, also in live competition.
Cavazos, a sophomore,
learned newspaper makeup as
a freshman working with edi-

tors Cindie Powell and Ponch
Garcia.
"It's good to know a yearand-a-half of hard work paid
off," Cavazos said.
Edwin Aguilar,repeated a first
in opinion writing for the second consecutive year, for his
story in the spring '89 issue on
the plight of Central American
refugees in South Texas. The
story, written by Aguilar and
photographed by Delcia Lopez,
also placed second for picture
story, Division 1 General Feature Magazine.
OtherawardsforRioincluded
first place, illustration, Eliud

Cabrera, for his illustration for
the Date Rape story in the spring
'89 issue; second place, feature photo, Lopez, refugee
child; second, color feature
photo, Mary Edna Quiroz, for
the shotofLauren Gayle White
with her hats; and third, action
photo, Lopez, for a shot of
triple-jumper Monica Wesley.
Joseph Kertesz, editor of the
fall '89 issue of Rio, took third
for his cover design featuring
the CAF AirSho and honorable
mention typography, layout
and design. The fall issue also
won third best single issue.

awards. Cabrera took third in
cartoon and Lopez placed first in
feature photo and first in news
photography with her shot of the
Alton school bus tragedy.
Also Adriana Villarreal won
first best single ad for her Luau
ad.

Fred White won second for his
cover design for Gallery magazine and Phillip Lozano won
honorable mention for his short
story in Gallery.
Sixty-four Texas college and
universities competed.
Student publications adviser
Joyce Prock is president of the
The Pan American won four TIPA advisers' association.

e have a great deal for you !!

ly

With the new system of reg- "This is the first time in ten
istering should eliminate the years that I haven't cried in
long lines at arena registration. registration."
"The advantage now is of "This is so much easier, you
course that the students are able should have done this ten years
to make the adjustments right ago."
there on the spot. If they want According to Zuniga, this
some time to think about it they wasn't done ten years ago bego, they leave, they go home, cause the computer capabiligo to class, or whatever the ties just weren't there.
case mar be or just to a table Zuniga also said that people
n~b)'., sit ther~ and make some who register now for the fall
dec~ss~ons or ~f not, make the semester will be able to drop,
dec1ss1ons while they 're there add or change classes during a
at the data entry so that they session that will beheld in June
can . get their classes," said for that specific reason.
.
Registration for the spring
Zumga. .
. Accordmg to Zumga, most, 1991 semester will be held this
1f not ~ll, of registering stu- coming fall and registration for
dents, like the new registration the 91 summer sesions will be
process.
held during the spring 91 seA few comments expressed mester.
by some of the students were; The current registration is
"What do you mean that's it, taking place at the University
are you sure?"
Ballroom next to the cafeteria.

Cong ratulations
Class of 1990

Look no further!!

Graduation Announcements

Contlnuedfromp.1

Invitations:

30¢ each

25¢ Each

Special imprints
of cards also
available

(Sold in Packages of 10)

r

80-0345
151 6 W. University, Ed inburg

Caps & Gowns
Bachelor... $18.95
Master....... $28.95

They are available now. Come on in as soon as possible while stock
lasts. Your official UT-PA class ring is only available at your

University Bookstore.
Main Store:
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. M - TH,
Thank~ for shopping at your
7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. F
University Bookstore
Phone: 381-2251

f?At!ETO lHEFiNISH
WI T H ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

HOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY

.THAT OffERS so MijCH MORE.Ill
Luxuriou s 1, 2, and
3 bedroom
2 swimming pools

Tennis courts
Family and adult
Beautifully
landscaped
Close to schools walk to Pan Am

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ...The Tour De France!
As you race to the finish of the school year
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISfI"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZE- ONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault* or Finesse* All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.

THIRD PRIZE- 1,000 WINNERS
A sports water bottle.

To e nter, just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. lt just might be
the most rewarding test of your college career!

Buy APC,

Get A Bike FREE!
Buy any of our
qualifying
desktop systems• at
a great student price,
and get a Raleigh
All-Terrain Bike

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

Cabana with
bar-b-que
.

On site management-24-hour emergency
maintenance
Courtesy security

Great New
fVlanagement!

Technology Resources

Clifford Moon
381-3300

ZENITH DATA SYSTEAIS INNOVATES AGAINN

ZINITNr.11
data systems 1111
Gn,ypoBul

Fonn No. 1246A

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate Microsoft• Windows. a product of Microsoft Corporation.
•Qualifying systems include Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20 Z-286
LP/U Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VGA Monitor.
0 1990, Zenith Data Systems

EL BOSQUE
1609 WEST SCHUNIOR • EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

512,383-8382 • 512-383-6162
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Track faces world's best this week
Lewis were there.
"Next to the Texas Relays
and the Pitt Relays the Mt.
S.A.C. relays are the biggest
meet in collegiate athletics today," Head Track Coach Reid
Harter said. "A good performance at Mt. S.A.C. is something
to be proud of."
Among those expected to
perform well at the Mt. S.A.C.
relays will be Monica Wesley,
who qualified for the invitational

DAVID HUNTER
Sports Wrter

Both Bronc track teams will
go up against some of the best
talent in the nation (and probably the world) this weekend at
the Mt. San Antonio College
Relays in California this weekend. Last year such greats as
Carl Lewis, Florence Griffith
Joyner, Evelyn Ashford and
Olympic 400mchampion Steve

Baseball

division this year and will jump
with the world's best. She will
also compete in the collegiate
long jump.
Also competing will be Robert
Barron, thecurrentrecordholder
in in the 3000m run.
The800mrelayteamofDiana
Garcia, Vanessa Moreno, Debbie Devine and Thelma Morales
will also compete.
In the field events Delilah

Johnson will compete in the shot
put, the discus and the javelin.
David Hunter will compete in
the men's long jump and triple
jump.
"We expect for some personal
record to be set and for a rise in
conference standings at this
meet," Assistant Coach Doug
Erickson said. "This will be a
fine tuning for the conference
meet which will come up next
week."

i~g~~~~o~ttlel~r,c21tJ2~1Ew !t1,~~i9

furee

MIKE GARZA

Brian Stevens drove in Anthony stands ~t 6-2. Dear gave up only
Leone for the winning run in the three hits and did not allow a run
The New Orleans Privateers bottom of the eig~th ~ning of a until the eighth i~ing.
took two out of three games scheduled seven mmng game. . U:T-PA score? m th.e seco~d
from the Bronc baseball team. Thecontesthadbeentiedatfour mmng whe!), ?mon singled m
UT-PA now stands at 4-8 in since the third inning when George W1lhams, who had
American South Conference Michael Pinon tied the game tripled. Ray De Leon scored a
with a two-run single.
run in the fourth inn½tg on a balk
play and 24-22 overall.
The Broncs came back to win by New Orleans pitcher Brad
UNO won the opening game
ofthe double-header, 5-4 in extra the nightcap, 3-1, behind the Stuart. T_he Broncs ad~ed _an············ ····· ···· ··
············· other run m the seventh mmng.
The Privateers won the rubber
match, 4-3, in a rain shortened
game behind Kelly Smith's three
!u~ homer in the sixth
NorlhcroN
Downtown
mmng.The game was called
10th & Nolana, McAllen
208 S. Main, McAllen
~t~r UT-PA batted in the eighth
68.7-61.47
686-8332
rnmng.
The Broncs beat the Lam~
Sports Writer

Brittons Jeweler's

FREE
OPTIONS

OFFER
ENDS

MAY31

·uretfme W•"•nty

Need full time cashiers to work
late registration for
Summer Sessions 1990.

game series the weekend before.
In the opener, UT-PA won, 43, in extra innings. Mike Dear
pitched the entire game for the
victory.
UT-PAcrushedtheCardinals
16-1, in the second game of th~
series behind a 14 hit attack.
Ricky Clough gave up only two
hits while striking out seven in
the complete game performance
The run he allowed was un~
earned.
Lamar managed to win the
finale of the series 9-7.
The Broncs now face Stephen
F. Austin in Nacagdoches on

We.4!1e.~~~y '. . .

Belgian bids adieu-Belgian tennis player Lou Jacquemin practices his serve. Jacquemin and the other
Bronc tennis players beat UT-Arlington in the final match
of the season, 8-1.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)

BASIC CAMP
,,.

Please specify which session.

,,.,

/

· •~

-~

-~
.,

Come by the Payments & Collections
office and fill out an application or
cal I 381-2715 and ask for Laura.

, ·•

....

- ---

Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLIEY ■WIDIE

April Special
* 2 Chicken & Cheese
corn Patos
* Spanish Rice
* Ranchero Beans
* 12 oz. Coke

~TOS
TRY .'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EMI

iiw

Only$2.89
INCIAUIINI IN HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS

....... on NOIIIIIADI IECINI ALL POOD
MADI ,USN DAILf ON N1M1111

ONN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.■SUNDAY 9100 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
llcALLIN (Pecan)........................................682■3176
lie.ALLIN (■us. 83)......................................687■8269
McALLIN (No. IOth) ....................................682■ 1576
IDIN■u•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••383■0'12S
•••••••••••••••••541 •0241
MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585■4S45
WlaLACO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 969■ 1414
IIARLINGIN ................................................428■6224

••••••VILLE ••••••••••••••••••••..•••..

Calypso

Seafood
Restaurant

Daily Noon Buffet
All You Can Eat

Fried Shrimp, Fried Fish, Broiled Fish, Vegetables, Salad Bar

TEXAS T-BONE 16 OZ.
BAKED POTATO, SALAD BAR & BREAD

$7 95
■

AN OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL THIS SUMMER .

.......

NO OBLIGATION, OR COMMITMENT
* 6 weeks of leadership, management and adventure training
* $600 paid for attending BASIC CAMP
* Free room and board with paid airfare
* Gives a headstart on your future
* Allows you to make your own decision·about becoming an
Army Officer
.

Happy Hour Special 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Act Now! Application Deadline April 30

$1.99

Breakfast Special
2 eggs, hash browns & choice of ham,
bacon or sausage on the side with coffee.

Breakfast Tacos 49¢
Mariachis Friday Nights 9:00

Free Delivery

r' - - - -COUPON- - - - , · with $6 minimum order
.99 ¢
SHRIMP COCKTAIL
I
I
I BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE I Margaritas

L - - ~1!.TH! :2~! - - .J

If vou have 40 semester hours or more. You may qualify for this opportuni ty. If yo u choose you can tak th I
t
two years of ROTC get paid for it, and become an Army Officer. Now you know!! So take t he FIRST ste ~ e aS
ASK FOR DET Al LS
p..

MON.• THURS. 11 A.M. - 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. • 10 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 11 A.M. TO 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. • MIDNIGHT
SUN. 11 A.M. - 3 P.M.
383-9262
1012 S. CLOSNER

Leadersh ip Excellence Starts Here
DEPA RTME'il Of
MILI TARY SC IEM E
IHI· lhOO

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAININC

CORPS
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Golfers ready for conferenee meet
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

A star-studded field awaits the
Bronc golfers as they travel to
Beaumont this week to compete
in the third annual American
South Conference golf tournament.
All teams will play 36 holes
on Tuesday and 18 holes on
Wednesday.
UT-PA competed in their final tournament before the meet,
last week's Moe O'Brien Intercollegiate at Lake Charles, LA.
The Broncs managed a 9th place
finish in the 12-team event.
Lamar, led by medalist Robert

D~gger, captured the team title
with a 571 total. Sam Hou_ston
State took second place with a
581. UT-PA had a 6 12.
Paul Marmolejo had the low
Bronc total-a 149 afterrounds
of? 4 and 75. The ~ther UT-PA
fimshers were Kevm Cherkowski (153), Genaro Davila (154),
Les Shelnutt (156), and Joakim
Peterson (159).
pe~pite. winning ~he Moe
0 Bnen t1~e, Lamar 1s not favored t? wm the _ASC crown.
p~fen~mg ch~mp1on SW Lou1siana 1s the sixth ranked team
in the nation according to the
latest polls, and is expected to
run away with the title. The

Cajuns have four pla~ers av_erag~g 76 ?r below, mcludmg
semor Craig Perks who has a
72.24 average.
UT-PA also has an outstanding senior: Marmolejo was an
~11-_ASC pick l!ist yell! at:te~ fin1shmg fourth m the md1v1dual
race. The Broncs as a team also
finished fourth.
"I choose SW (Louisiana),"
said Guerre~o when aske~ to
name a favonte. Guerrero listed
h~ft Lamar as ~ ~trong second.
Maybe Lomsia~,a Tech and
ourselves are next.
Guerrero was uncertain about
who he would be taking to the
championship, since he has his

players qualify before every
tournament. The players will
qualify Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.
Broncs who have seen the
most playing time include
Marmolejo and freshmen
Joakim Peterson Genaro
Davila Kevin Cherkowski
and Se~n Barrett.
The tournament will be
played at the appropriatelynamed par-72 Pinewood
Country Club. The tree-lined
fairways wind through a
swamp-like setting, where a
water moccasin slithering
across the green is not an
uncommon sight.

Netters rip UTA; ladies set to defend title
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

PANAM

While the men's tennis team
won their final match of the
season 8-1 over UT-Arlington,
while the women tuned up for
next week's American South
Conference tournament by destroying UTA 9-0.
"This is the second time we've
played UT-Arlington," said
" assistant coach Anthony Hampton. "We really killed them both
times."
The matches were played in
San Marcos where both teams
were anticipating a matchup
with Southwest Texas State.
Unfortunately, that match was
rained out.
"We would have really liked
to have played Southwest

Texas," said Hampton. "We've
never beat them. I think ·this
time we would have got them."
The Broncs and Lady Broncs
obviously took out their frustrations on an over-matched UTA
team.
"Both teams played really,
really well," said Hampton.
"They really kicked some butt."

spot and won her match in·
straight sets, 6-4, 6-2. She also
teamed with Viloria in #1
doubles and won in straight
sets.
The men also won convincingly, losing only one match
along the way. Since there is no
men's tennis champion~hip in
the ASC, this was their final
match of the season.
On the women's side, some of "Theguyshadastrongerteam
the most dominating perform- and an outstanding year," said
ances were turned in by Leah Hampton.
Viloria, Gail Macisaac, and
Barbara Barrera. Top seeded
The women now focus their
Viloria won 6-0, 6-0. Macisaac sights on trying to repeat as ASC
also won her match 6-0, 6-0. champions at the tournament in
Barrera won with scores of 6-0, Beaumont next Thursday and
6-1.
Friday.
However,.they must overcome
Gigi Estacio, who normally
plays #7 singles, filled in for a disastrous performance at the
Tania Webster in the #3 singles pre-conference tournament a

few weeks ago in Beaumont,
where nearly every team in
the ASC beat them.
"That was like a slap in the_
face," said Hampton. "We;
didn't do very well. We're:
defending champs and we~
didn't prove anything."
~
Hampton feels confidentil
that the women can repeat as~
champion.
"I'd say USL is definitelyij
the favorite. After that, every-a
body's got a shot. We're inll
there. I think what we 're goingi!
to have to do is play some oft!
our best tennis, and everybody'
is capable of doing that."
"This weekend was a real
plus for us. Everyone's focused. We'll have another
week of practice and I think
we'll be ready."

ii

Bombers II capture Superhoops crown
Leaps and bounds-Eagle Pass junior Reggie Besa
practices his hurdling. The Bronc track team travels to
the Mt. San Antonio meet this week in California.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)

The team of Oscar Perez,
Danny Ozunza, Eric Steinbrenner and Danny Gonzalez beat
Trinity, 37-34, in three-on-three
competition last Saturday during halftime of the San Antionio
Spurs - S acremento Kings game.

The victory earned the Bombers II the title of Schick Superhoops Regional champion.
Ozuna is also competing for
the 5-on-5 basketball championship today at noon. Ozuna is
a member of the Pirates, who

will compete against the Rene
Evans Team for the title, which
is the final event of the semester
for intramurals.
Martin Lebron is the Pirates'
captain, whileEvansishisteam's
captain.

In the softball championship game held last Thursday:
the Hurricanes defeated the
Stars to advance to the state:
tournament this weekend a~
Tarleton State University in!
Stephenville.
;

DIAL-A-SUB.
Put in your order for the best subs in town-Subway subs.
Check out the menu below and give us a call.

DON'T BE FOOLED!

\he
~

f') i
:. t
\;

·;:

COLD CUT COMBO
BMT (ham, genoa, pepperoni, bologna)
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham)
SUPER COMBO
SUPERBMT
SUPER CLUB
TUNA~TUNA~TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
HAM &CHEESE

lOM6

1.89
2.69
2.89
2.89
3.69
3.89
2.49
3.39
2.69
2.49
2.29

2.99
3.79
3.99
4.99
5.79
5.99
3.99
4.59
3.79
3.59
3.39

I

;

'\

KID'S MEAL

;l

'

Attend the Rape Awareness Workshop
April 19, 1990
University Center Lobby
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Bob Henry, 5th degree Master Instructor will conduct the
lecture/self-defense workshop. Participants will be instructed
on how to defend from a perpatrator. Individuals should wear
loose comfortable clothing.
Sponsored by the University Progr(lm Board's
Ideas & Issues Committee

1.89
3.39
2.49
2.29

STEAK & CHEESE (100% sirloin)

BARBECUE BEEF
PIZZA

2.99
4.59
3.99
3.59

ANY SANDWICH ALSO AVAILABLE AS A
CUSTOM SALAD PLATE.
ALL SERVED WITH YOUR CHOICE OF • AMERICAN CHEESE • ONIONS • LETTUCE • TOMATOES
• DILL PICKLES • (;REEN PEPPERS • BLACK OLIVES • SALT • PEPPER & Oil

618 N. TENTH STREET
McALLEN, TEXAS 78501
(512) 630-4376
(512) 630-4394

102 SOUTH 2nd STREET
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
(Across from U.T. - Pan Am)
- - ....

iiili

(512) 380-2625

j
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Bush attack unfair; McKone
handles job despite problems
McAllen Monitor reporter Christopher Bush trol of most of the sports information at UTrecently wrote a column criticizing the UT-PA PA.
sports information department and its director.
So why does Bush open up an all-out attack
The attack was unon McKone and the
called for and writway he runs the
ten by a reporter
sports information
who obviously
office?
does not care about
It would be easy
UT-Pan American,
for McKone to
and would rather
pump out pages and
be doing some
pages of statistics.
other sports beat.
But what would be
I met Chris when
ROB NEAGLE
the purpose? Do
I was a student aswe reporters really
Sports Editor
sistant at Lamar
need to know how
University. That
many bats were
is the same Lamar
broken during a
University with
Or how
game?
two sports informany times an ummation directors,
pire bent over to
one for men and one for women. That is also the wipe off home plate? It seems as if these are the
same Lamar University that has two paid stu- statistics the Bush would like to read every
dent assistants.
week.
'Go-fers,' as Bush calls them, who are sent by McKone keeps all statistics updated. I
the SID to cover an obscure sport like golf or cannot recall not having new information from
tennis and come back'with a story.
his office to refer to while trying to meet a deadHowever, Bush does not seem to understand line.
that the athletic department at UT-Pan AmeriMcKone does do a fine job on other sports as
can is not the same (nor will it ever be) as other well. As conference meets approach in outathletic departments across the country. For door track, golf and tennis, McKone's releases
starters, the Broncs play in a high school gym- and stats will flood Bush's desk.
nasium (whatever happened to µie Special Events
Center? It remains on one of Dr. Miguel NeOverall, the sports information office does a
varez' shelves and in a bubble in Dr. Sam Od- fine job, given their budget and work facilities.
strcil's office. That's the best I can figure out.) (McKone's 'new' office is a classroom in the
Since few people in the world work free, it is PE building.)
This brings up a new
not surprising to see so few people working for question...just how good a reporter is Chris
UT-PA' s sports information department.
Bush? If he really wants some information on
McKone remains one of only two people at UT-PA sports, why not give Jim a call? Most
Pan Am who gets paid to distribute Bronc ath- of the time, Jim knows the information off the
letic news to the media. The other, Mark May, top of his head. If he doesn't, he can get it for
manages to put in his time with sports releases you within five minutes, guaranteed.
but needs to concentrate on getting his degree.
The coaches are always willing to help with
Blair Cash works as a full-time volunteer, but information also.
still needs to put time into his church. Even
Instead, Bush prefers to wait for the mail to
yours truly, trying to put together a sports sec- come, taking cheap shots at McKone in the
tion every week while still working 40 hours a meantime.
weekatthePizzaHut, manages to drop by a few
If Bush doesn't want to cover UT-PA athlet,tories every now and then.
ics, then give someone else the beat. This time,
But the fact remains that McKone keeps con- give it to someone who wants it.

THE BRONC ZOO

A E OFF TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER
If you are a college sophomore and can handle the really tough challenges,
then Army ROTC's Camp challenge is for you. It's a six week all expenses
paid opportunity to see what the Army is like WITH NO MILITARY
OBLIGATION! It's a chance to test yourself mentally and physically and
earn approximately $600 for your time.
Don't miss this unique opportunity. Camp Challenge dates are;
Cycle 1

09 June - 19 July 90

Cycle 2

16 June - 26 July 90

Cycle 3

23 June - 03 August 90

Contact the Military Science Department located on the second floor of
Southwick Hall or call Major Lafevers at 381-3600 for more details.
Better hurry though, the deadline is April 30, 1990

ARMYROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

Reproductive
Services

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Treasure HIiis
Sutte#35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

.. .In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Music

South Dallas ·
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
CELEBRATING
8:00 -10:00 p.m.

TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE AITIRE.

SOMETHING?

We will decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

• NO COVER AND FREE DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0. REQUIAED AT All TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS

682-4133

- -

The
38th Year No. 28

N

MERICAN
Edinburg, Texas 78539

The University of Texas-Pan American

April 26, 1990

Chitlins out;
Morrison's in
ANDY ESQUIVEL

Halfnote-~ 1/2 year old _Leizztt~ Ochoa reh~ar~es her _part ~ith her sister Patty,6, for the Suzuki String Program's
May 20 recital to be held in the Fme Arts Aud1tonum. Le1zztte 1s one of 20 who will perform. (Photo by Joel Martinez)

Staff Writer
Morrison's Custom Management has taken over as UTPan Am's food service contractor due to money disputes
between the university and
Southwest Dining Service.
The battle between SDS and
university officials had become bitter and led to the food
service posting an unappetizing menu for the week ofApril
9. The menu was printed in
the Pan American, April 5.
Fortunately, for the students,
Morrison's took over as contractor on April 8.
Although the transition was
originally to have occurred on
May 1, the date was never
verified. Morrison's was informed of the transition on
April 7 and took over the next
day.
"The transition was very
professional, very smooth,"
said John Gruszka, district
manager for Morrison's.
As for their food program,
Gruszka said, "the basic philosophy is to provide a good
food service program," which
consists of good quality food
and a good variety.

"We want to make sure that
our reputation is upheld. If you
come down to our operation at
Pan American and you hear of
Morrison's operation and that
we aren't doing a good job down
here, ?Ur whole company's
reputatlon suffers," Gruszka
said.
Gruszka noted 'monotony
breakers' as the key to their
business.
."You h,~ve to try something
different, he said. "When you
get the same old menu, I don't
care how good your food is
w hen you ' ve got the same menu'
day-in day-out, [students] get
tired of it."
The UT-PA students voice
their opinions, Gruszka said.
They tell the workers that they
like the food and that makes the
workers feel good.
"A lot of times in business
you don't always hear that, o~
alway~ hear when it's bad, but a
lotoftlmes youdon'thearwhen
it's good. Down here you hear
when it's good," Gruszka said.
Last spring, Morrison's
bought out the previous dining
company. After a brief stint on
campus, Morrison's lost the bid
to Southwest Dining Services.

Campus publications names new editors
DAVID GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

The Publications Committee
elected new editors for both The
Pan American newspaper and
the general interest magazine,
Rio, on Friday, April 20.
James Van Tolar was selected
as the new Pan American editor.
He is the current managing
editor and has been since March
4.
He will be replacing Joe
Zambrano, the current editor,
whose term expires at the end of
this semester. Zambrano did not
apply for reinstatement as he is
taking another job.

In all, three people applied for
the newspaper editor position.
The other two applying were
Claudia Rodriguez, former
member of The Pan American
and Rob Neagle, current Sports
Editor for the paper.
The first person to present to
the Committee his proposal was
Rob Neagle. He talked to the
Committee for about 18 minutes and presented his ideas.
Next came Claudia Rodriguez.
She showed off her presentation for about 30 minutes and
then left the room.
Finally, James Tolar entered
the room and made his presen-

tation, which took about 21
minutes . .
After the three had made their
oratories, the Committee deliberated on the presentations made
by all three applicants. It took
them about 20 minutes to decide on James Tolar.
When they called in the students, Dr. Verne Vincent, one
of the committee members,
remarked that it had been a very
close vote and that two votes
had to be taken to come to the
final decision.
Tolar said that he wants to
make the paper a more "campus
oriented newspaper", with more

emphasis on student activities and
happenings in the university.
He said the "editor's job is a
full-time job" and he believes he's
"got what it takes to do it right".
"I'm aware of management
through having been an associate
pastor," Tolar said.
Tolar has an undergraduate
degree in biblical languages and
is seeking a degree in history from
UT-PA.
During the first vote, Tolar and
Rodriguez were tied with three
votes a piece with Neagle racking
in one vote.
After Neagle was out of the
running, the committee took

• •

SGA constitution needs rev1s1on
LETICIA CAVAZOS
Reporter

Inconsistencies surfacing in
the Student Government Association (SGA) Constitution
during general campus elections
call for a revision of the document.
In elections last week,the
attorney general position did not
appear as part of the (SGA) executive branch ticket; nor was
the position advertised in election advertisments listing open
-··
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revision of the constitution
in 1988.
The attorney general begancampaigning with the president
and vice president in 1988 when
Robert Alvarez, J .R. Garza and
Sandra Griffin ran for office.
Davis said SGA should establish a committee to revise the
constitution.
Election commissioners
David Armstrong and Alicia
Montes and SGA president John
Dupree could not be reached for
comment at press time.

Fall registration extended 2 days
DA V/D GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

•skim the chapters ~J)4i?QIOPN
Two bonus days have been
with your.notes. . ·· . · : ·.. : ·
added to the fall registration
Don<>tstay upalI pigbt,::;x.g ·. schedule for eligible students,
·need 6to 8 hotrrs df_s leeplob is being extended two days, the
•alert.

ten, it is possible for the position
of attorney general to be either
elected or appointed.
Elvie Davis, assistant dean
for student development,
checked out old ballots and
found that the attorney general
position was indeed on the ballots in the two previous elections.
The ambiguity in the
constitution apparently caused
the mistake. The attorney general position had been an appointed position prior to the

Bonus Days added

iEt~~
~,it1e~,

10

positions. However, section 4.3
of the constitution states the executive branch shall be elected
as a ticket in university-wide
elections. The attorney general
position is included as part of
the executive branch according
to section 4.1.
In contrast, section 4.4.1
reads the president has the responsibility to appoint and
remove representatives including the attorney general.
The way this particular segment of the constitution is writ-

:

registrar has announced.
Any eligible student who has
not already registered can register from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday in the
Office of Admission and Records, Room 108, in the Student
Services Building.
Registration for the first summer session at the Edinburg

campus will be held June 1 at
the gymnasium from 8 a.m. to
5:30p.m.
Registration will be done as
usual, by classification.
According to David Zuniga,
UT-PA registrar, the deadline
for entering freshmen to have
brought in their proper documents to admissions was April
23.
"Those people will now have
to wait until the fall to enter UTPA," said Zuniga.
If they did not notify the admissions office of their inten-

tion to attend summer classes by
April 23, then they will have to
register late on the first week of
school.
Late registration, along with
adding and dropping classes, will
take place in the Ballroom.
According to Zuniga, students
should receive their registration
packets about two weeks prior to
registration.
Zuniga noted that at this time,
there were 800 beginning freshmen enrolled for UT-PA's summer session.
See Registration p. 7

another vote with only Ridriguez and Tolar in the running.
The results ofthe se.condvote
were three votes for Rodriguz
and four votes for Tolar.
Also on Friday, the committee voted in a new editor for
the general interest magazine,
Rio.
They instated Antonio Mercado as the new Rio editor for
the fall semester.
Mercado was the only applicant for that position.
During his presentation,

Mercado said his main goal was
"to publish an award-winning
magazine".
Mercado is currently a photographer for the Pan American
and worked in this semester',s
issue of Rio magazine, edited
by Leonid Ellis.
Ellis did not apply for next
fall's editorship due to other
employment opportunities.
Mercado feels he' 11 "focus
more on photography" for next
year's issue of Rio.
He is seeking a journalism
degree from UT-PA.

• • FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE • •
These examination schedules apply to the Edinburg campus only
SPRING SEMESTER 1989,1990
Day Classes

7:45 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
5:00 p.m, - 6:45 p.m.

Thursday, May 3
All TT English 1301 classes
All MWF English 1301 classes
All evening English 1301 classes
Friday, May 4
Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

8:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

10:15 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9:30
11:30
2:30
4:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m .
p.m.

Monday, May 7
MWF-1 c lasses
MWF-5 classes
TT-2
classes
TT-5
classes

( 7:45
(11 :45
( 9:10
( 2:35

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a .m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m .

9:30
11:30
2:30
4:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Tuesday, May 8
TT-1
classes
MWF-2 classes
MW-6 classes
TT-6
classes

( 7:45
( 8:45
(12:45
( 4 :00

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m . . 9:30 a.m .
a.m., . 11:30 a.m .
p.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m .
l?·m

-

7:45 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:45 a .m. ,. 11 :30 a.m .
2:30 p.m.
12:45 p.m.

Wednesday,
TT-3
MW-7
MWF-4
MW-8

May 9
classes
classes
classes
classes

Thursday, May 10
MWF-3 classes
MW-9 classes
classes
TT-4

8:35)
12:35)
10:25)
3:50)

-

9:00)
9:35)
2:00)
5:15)

(10:35 . 11 :50)
( 2:10 . 3:25)
(10:45
11 :35)
( 3:35
4:50)

( 9:45
( 5:00
( 1:10

.
.

-

10:35)
6:15)
2:25)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular class time on May 5.
Evening classes: Final examinations will be given at regular class time_beginning on Thursday; May 3, 1990. and ending on Wednesday, May 9, 1990. (Periods
11-14 considered ev'3ning classes) .

Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by Instructor
NOTE: Examinations should be given only at the time designated. If an ·examination needs to be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate
school dean is required. Examinations for double period classes should be given
at the time scheduled for the first hour the class meets.
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EDITORIAL

Proposed cuts
threaten higher
education

IT'LL
STI IVG

T

he state House of Representatives Higher Education
Committee is recommending a cut in higher education and specifically $1.57 million in money designated to fund new UT-PA programs.
The list proposes to cut $668,000 from the engineering program; $375,500, nursing program enhancement; $337,833,
energy management efficiency and $198,000, international business doctoral program. If the budget cuts are successful, the
money will be reappropriated to fund K-12 education.
If the cuts, prepared by Gib Lewis, house speaker, are implemented it will be a serious blow to higher education in the valley.
As the only university south of San Antonio, UT-PA has the opportunity and the obligation to offer marketable degrees to valleyites. Each of the new programs the committee proposes to cut
would offer valuable degrees to students and serve to increase the
prestige of the institution.
The Valley is one of the fastest growing areas of the nation;
UT-PA must be equipped to meet the growing demand for more
diverse education. The valley businesses, which need engineers,
nurses, energy managers and persons with an solid grasp of
international business, should not have to go far to find them.
These degrees are highly marketable and respectable. UT-PA
has the opportunity to be represented in new professions and to
gain prestige. It is common knowledge that the more respectable
a university is the more prestigious the degree. What the Committee intends to do, will in fact, sabotage the efforts of many who
have fought long and hard to make UT-PA a respectable institution.
The committee intends to cut funds to higher education in
general. High school diplomas are not enough to make it in
today's world. Businesses are quick to pass over applicants
without at least a bachelor's degree. It is ludicrous for the
committee to fund K-12 education with money taken from higher
education. Nothing is accomplished by digging one hole simply
to fill another. Education in general is not served by allowing either higher education or K-12 to suffer. Congress must find
another way to fund K-12.

L E TT ER S PO L IC Y:
"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters to
the editor should be 250 words or less. They may be edited for
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Earth Day awakens us to reality

0

community. By "global society,"it is
nee I read a Peanuts Comic
meant everything on earth; animal,
strip in which Charlie Brown
vegetable
and mineral.
asked his parents, "If we have
"The Individual" is also a "selfa Mother's Day and a Famade person." Quite honestly, I've
ther's Day, how come we don't have a
yet to meet a "self-made person." It
JAMES VAN TOLAR
Children's Day." The response was
seems all my acquaintances have been
"everyday is Children's Day."
MANAGING EDITOR
produced by a mother and a father,
When I reflect on the recent Earth Day
reared by a family or orphanage,
that was celebrated, I am gratified that
educated by teachers or by society in
we finally find it worth observing. Given
general, wore clothes made by others
what human nature is, I was ready to give
up any hope that we would take our current environmental and have eaten plants and animals that they did not raise nor
create.
problems serious.
There are no self-made people only self-centered people. SelfNow that we are somewhat concerned about the environment,
we need to recognize our greatest task ahead: resolve some basic centered people tend to live as if they are the only living things on
problems of human nature and specifically within the human ego. the planet by !lcting as though their ac~ons ~e of no consequence;
~
I am skeptical that human nature can be changed; however, I to the rest of us.
I believe self-centered people suffer from a convenient delusion
believe if we continue to observe Earth Day there is reason for
hope. Observing Earth Day will demonstrate our concern as well that enables them to applaud themselves for an independence they
as challenge those who are not so concerned. In the end, it may really never had. Human ego is indeed very powerful. Its
even accomplish its goal: help us realize our dependence on the strongest attribute seems be the ability to forget and deny its
complete dependence on the outside world.
environment and our need to live responsibly.
They forget that a single human cannot exist apart from an
We, humans, tend to be very self-interested. I think our selfinterest is best seen in our preoccupation with "The Individual." infinity of subtle relationships that make up this planet Eanh. If
People seem to believe if you don't stick out in some manner someone doubts the truth of this assertion, tell them to hold their
breath. Breathing is one connection we have with environment.
you 're just a cog in the machine.
Because of forgetfulness, we may find breathing more difficult
Society worships the mythological figure called "The Individual." We are told that everyone should strive to be an "Individ- to do one day. My hope is that we will wake up from this delusion,
ual." I suppose out in the aethers somewhere there hovers a admit our frail condition of dependence and learn to live on this
Earth responsibly before it is too late.
platonic idea of "The Individual."
Indeed, I hope Earth Day reminds us of our responsibilities reIt may be judged as an over-reaction or perhaps a misundergarding
the planet.
standing to categorize this idea of "The Individual" as a myth
After
all,
since we need a special day to remind us of our own
(anthropological meaning of course). It is obvious that people are
mothers
and
fathers, who gave us life, we need a special day to
unique with their particular sets of characteristics and experiences.
remind us ofour Mother Earth, who gives and sustains life, period.
Hopefully, there will come a time when we live everyday like
My main contention, however, is we stress individuality to the
point that we conveniently forget we live in a global society or it's Earth day.

NO EXIT

libelous statements, newspaper style, correct spelling and grammatical errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions will not
run. All letters must be signed and include the writer's telephone
number, and where applicable, major and classification or job

title. Letters must be typed and double-spaced. Names may be
withheld upon request. Letters must be submitted at the Student
Publications Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Friday prior to
publication. The editors reserve the right to not print any letter. If
interested in writing a guest column, contact the editor.
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I'll never be a beast of burden

W

THE OTHER
SIDE

ith final exams just around
mentioned; however, there are some
thecomer,Ibelieveitwould
bad things about backpacks. For
besafetosaythatit'stimeto
example, once a rare obsession, but
get serious about trying to
now a dangerously increasing afflicdo something about that good old GPA.
tion is the "I got room" syndrome. A
And this desperate attemptto salvage my
·
multitude of students are stuffing their
ANDY ESQUIVEL
packs with books because they fit
future will be possible because I know
STAFF WRITER
instead of sticking to dirty laundry and
all the answers I need are buried deep in
notebooks. This is causing extreme
the informatively fertile depths of that
bittersweet collegiate investment-my ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ damage to shoulders and good posbackpack.
ture. I think the problem started when
It's amazing how much junk, er.. .I mean valuable information companies started making backpacks larger, giving students the
our professors give us through the semester, which, oddly enough, idea they should carry all their stuff all the time. Fact is some of
fits into a backpack. Granted, usually the stuff that's important is the latest backpacks need a label on them warning students that
at the bottom and the crinkles don't disappear even after a good toting unabridged history and biology books at the same time
ironing, but consider the alternative-folders that start decompos- could cause posture problems.
ingwithinaweekafterbeingpurchased. Itseemsthatperspiration
Another _major probl~m wi~h backpacks is the unraveling of
just eats right through these suckers. You can sweat on a back- threads which tend to rum the zippers. This is a good sign that your
pack, and it '11 endure; backpacks stick with you, especially if back pack is not as new as it use to be. If you ever getthe courage
they'reneverwashed.Andthevariouscolorsfolderscomeingive unzip you~ bag comp_letely and empty out the contents. y 0 ~
you the illusion that "Yes! you, too, can be organized!" But it sh?uld notice a beauttful array of ~angled webbing; put some
doesn't work: "Yellow is for English. Blue is for History. Red is scissors tog~ use on them._There is.nothing more aggravating
for Algebra. Gee! This is going to be a great semester!" But there's or embarra~smg than attemptmg to quietly leave a boring lecture
no place for a pack of twinkies. A backpack doesn't put the idea only to be discovered too soon because you're having a battle with
of organization into anyone's brain. It's sort of like a condensed the zipper.
version of your room.
I suppose the worst thing about backpacks is that I don't know
ifl'll be able to face the world without having a burden slung over
With a backpack, a certain bond is formed. I'm not talking about my shoulder. I've never heard of a place that buys and sells old,
glancing lovingly over your shoulder as it bounces to the rhythm used backpacks. Who would buy them anyway? We all know
in your step. It's more like this bag has shared your joys and your wh~t kind of abusive things we do to backpacks·. My bag may
sorrows. Remember the time you forgot to bring your gym clothes ~egm to unra~el and the shoulder straps to loosen, but when that
but thankfully left last week's gym clothes in your backpack so um~ comes, I_ 11 be tD<? attached to let it go. Maybe there should be
you had something to wear anyway? Or how about that day you a exit counseh~g session for students who can't bear to leave their
had no money? Just as you were about to die of starvation, you backpac~s behmd: Backpacks Anonymous.
recalled that half-eaten, cream-filled, chocolate chip cookie which
But this ~ast P!Ob~em_ is something I'll deal with when I have to.
remained edible because it was preserved with eraser filings you For now, I m still d1ggmg throu~h my compressed, crunched and
brushed into the backpack.
creased p~perwork ~or the more important material I should have
Not everything about a backpack is as great as what I've read a while back, like my syllabus for Psychology.
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Third Place paper," In Your Hearts You Know He's Crazy: The
Presidential Campaign of 1964".
Awards were presented at the Regional Phi Alpha Theta ConThe Walk America for Healthier Babies will begin this Sunday ference Saturday. Prizes of$125 for First, $75 for Second, and
at 10-a.m. to raise funds for the March of Dimes Birth Defects $50 for Third were awarded.
Foundation.
The walk will begin at McAllen Municipal Park and will
proceed along a designated route through McAllen.
The Valley Chess Circle will meet tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the
Some university organizations participating are Upward Bound
Alumni, physical plant, Women's Residence Hall and Intercolle- Math Building, Room 109.
All chess buffs, beginners to advanced, are invited to attend.
giate Knights Little Sisters.
For
more information contact Rey Villagomez at 381-2581.
For more information contact Yoli Martinez at 381-3439.

Fundraising walk to be held

I TYPE RESUMES, research
papers, book reports, etc. At
home. English and Spanish.
Call Nancy 631-0890 after 5
p.m.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Corvettes

Chevys, Porsches and othe;
confiscated properties.
For
Buyers Guide 1-800-448-2562
TYPING/PAPER PREP ARA- Ext. 5126. Also open evenings
TION instruction. Retired Eng- & weekends.
SUMMER PART-TIME JOB.
lish Teacher. Near Campus.
Glenn 383-2066.
Take 2 children ages 5 and 12 to
TYPING SERVICE. Research different activities from 12noon
papers,_ reports, etc. qrammar to 6 p.m. Monday through Frico~_ecuon; proofreading an_d dayinMcAllen. $100perweek,
ed1tmg. Over 10 years expen- must have own car. Call 686ence. Call585-2838.
3517after6p.m.forinterview.
NEED HELP WITH REBABY SITTER "NANNY"
"d
.
.
.
.
SEARCH PAPERS?
Essays? WANTED-Need sitter with car
The Euch ea~ Society E~gmeei:ing Club_w~ll meet Today from English lit? Qualified tutor- for first summer term to drive
noon ~o 1 p.m. i_n the Phys!cal Scienc~ Bmldmg, room 124.
B.S., M.A. 630-3492.
delightful, well-behaved chil. Topics to b~ ~iscussed w!ll ~e: ele~uon ?f officers for 1991 and RESUME WRITING, RESEAR dren to swimming, tennis, etc. 9
Job opportumt1es that exist m engmeenng for students in the PAPER, essays, help with me- a.m. to 3 p.m. $4/hr. Call Linda
summer. .
.
chanics, grammar, composition. 381-3581 or 381-9642. Sitter
For more mformauon contact Dr. Lemaster at 381-3522.
Callafter6p.m.380-1563. Rush withcaralsoneededforfall and
jobs.
spring, same deal. MondayATTENTION-GOVERNME!'IT Friday 3:30-6:30 in the falV
HOMES from $1 (U-repa1r). spring.
The annual AllUniversityPachangaforfaculty,staffandtheirDelinq~ent tax property. Re- · PURE BRED COCKER SPANfamilies will be May 5 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the University possessions. Call 1-602-838- IEL PUPPIES for sale. $100 call
Circle east of the University Center.
8885 Ext. GH449.
585-5954.
. k'
$3
h d
·1 bl
h p
ATTENTION-EARN MONEY
.
.
T_1c
et_s are . eac an are avai a e at t e ersonnel and READING BOOKS' $ 32 OOO/ LOST-Fnday. Keys with HiUmversity Pohce Offices.
•
·. 1 d ' .1 dalgo Federal Credit Union
year
mcome
c
u·
t
tE
ld
(M'll
)
G
potentia.
s.
.
.
. ..
·
381
For more m1orma on con ac smera a i y uerra at
- 1_602 _838 _8885 Ext. GH etai
4490 _ plast_ic disc.. Vicmity. of dirt
2551.
.
ATTENTION-EASY WORK parkmg lot, Fme Arts, library or
EXCELLENT PAY! Assembl; LA. Turn in to campus police
products at home. Details. 1- department lost and found.
602-838-8885 Ext. W 4490.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING!
The department of music will present a percussion recital AT TENT Io N- HIRING!
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. Some musicians to CRUISE SHIP CASINO HOTEL Flight attendants, many other
be featured are Malcolm Miranda, Paul Perez and Dr. John Raimo. JOBS! Free' travel benefits! positions! $17 ,500-$58,240.
For more information contact Marty Stover at 381-3476.
Details. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
X4~90.
Y4490.

Chess club to meet tomorrow
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Elective course gives experience c
The School of Business is offering an extended elective course
to undergraduate business majors through the Small Business Institute this summer. Student teams will be assigned to one of the
participating small businesses for the duration of the course; June
4-Aug. 15.
This course (Business Practicum 4399 ) provides students the
opportunity to get first-hand experience in solving problems faced
by small business owners.
Students meet for class once a week and with the business owner
once a week to identify areas of concern within the business and
then take possible corrective measures.
Students will benefit from class discussions and research on the
various problems faced by the businesses.
Among the types of small businesses, SBI students have worked
with in the past are, retail stores, restaurants, insurance companies, vocational schools and grocery stores as well as businesses
within the agricultural, manufacturing, printing and advertising
fields.
Eligible students must have senior status after the spring term
and a 3.00 grade point average. They should also have successfully completed at least the following courses: Marketing 3371,
Economics 2353,Management 3361, Finance 3383, Accounting
2421 and 2322 or 2329.
Since participation in the class involves meeting with the business owners at their business locations, students must have their
own transportation.
To sign for the course, students should see Irene Sanchez at the
School of Business room 124 (CEED office). For more information call 381-3361.

Cash awarded to winning papers
Three students received cash prizes for research papers submitted in the 1989-90 Phi Alpha Theta History Club Research
Paper Contest. Recipients were Samantha Wilson for her First
Place paper, "Paradigm Lost: The Darwinian Phenomenon and
Kuhn's Concept of Theory Acceptance"; Judy Terrill For her
~~ond Place paper, "Northern Moral Indignation and AntiSouthern Sentiment: A Case'Study"; and Ra-lpH 1Millerforl'ris
,

Pa ch anga planned for May S

Percussionists present recital

Marketing wins display award
The Pan Am chapter of the American MarketingAssociation to
second place in one-on-one display competition at the National
American Marketing Association's Intercollegiate Conference in
New Orleans in March.
The display, which depicted scenes from the Valley, Mexico
andSouth Padre Island, also included photos of the chapter's
events during the year. More than 50 schools competed. The
conference also offered workshops and seminars.
"The club whishes to thank Jeff Vomack and Tom Veltri ffrom
the art club for their artistic impressions for the display," Robert
Avila, AMA memb.or,~said.
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Hairstyling

~
Omar

Falt.mt'~
23a. tG£ 7. ~fiop
Can 383-9012
for Appointment

s20 E. University
Edinburg, Texas

Walk-Ins atso Welcome

HOOSC THC A~ARTMCNT COMMUNITY
THAT O~~CRS SO MUCH MORC.111
.

Luxurious lt 2t and
3 bedroom
2 swimming pools

.

Tennis courts

.

Family and adult

Stock # BA9055

(10 to choose from)

Sale Price
$7890.00
Factory Rebate - 1000.00

Beautifully
landscaped

$6890.00

Close to schools walk to Pan Am
Cabana with
bar-b-que
On site management-24-hour emergency
maintenance

Sale Price
$10990.00
Factory Rebate - 1000.00

$9990.00 + TT &

+ TT & L

* Sale price $7890, 60 payments of $169.50
w/$500 down, 16.35% APR.

"Sale price $10990, 60 payments of $249.98
w/$500 down, 16.35% APR.

Rebate assigned to dealer with approved credk.

Rebate assigned to dealer with approved credn.

L

lf41Zi~I•l!il§~f#iAMliili'1§i;t;t=li'M;t-111
*
*

*
*

Courtesy security

Huge selection of used cars
First time buyers program
College graduate program
Prefered customer program

If you need a car, we have a credit plan for you!
Great New
Management!

EL BOSQUE

J: : : : l frJlCi~f.Vf\LLEY. · ·•· · DEALER GROUP
\ \ :oijI\\Ee.'.· ext>nesswAv •·wEsLAco :::
Betty Garcia
Morris Garza
Contact:

1609 WEST SCHUNIOR • EDINBURG . TEXAS 78539

512-383-8382 • 512-383-6162

383-4915

Gilbert Longoria
Damian Orozco

Frank Vasquez

969-2828

Manager

423-7328
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'Romeo' draws mixed reactions,
individual roles outshine whole
men ts were delivered somewhat comically.
The best part of the show was
the individual performances
The University Theatre com- especially by Cynthia E. Ranpletes the semester with the som who played the role of the
performance of Shakespeare's nurse. Joseph Arnold Corkill
romantic tragedy "Romeo and who played Mercutio had a wonJuliet."
derful performance.
His character added a large
The play starts off strong with
a violent, yet comical fight shot of humor and excitement to
scene.
thewholeplay.Corkill'sblockEven though it started off ing and actions were the most
strong, if your girlfriend doesn't realistic in the whole play.
leave the theater in tears, the
Veteran actors Chris Leka,
production of "Romeo and Ju- playing Tybalt, and Jeff Marliet'' would not be considered quis, whose characters were
good. Last night, there were no Benvolio and an old man, also
tears.
gave good showings.
Actually, the play was decent
The leading roles are played
until the scene inside the cata- by Chavez Ransom as Romeo
combs.
and Lydia Lopez as Juliet.
Here,Romeocommitssuicide
Throughouttheplay, Chavez
which is then followed by Ju- Ransom gives a good performliet's. This scene is supposed to ance though he shouts some of
be tragic and sad, but Romeo's his lines. Nevertheless, his perline and Friar Laurence's com- formance rates pretty high and
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TONY MERCADO &
DAVID GONZALEZ
Staff Writers

Reproductive
Services

Treasure HIiis
Sulte#35

2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

the volume issue does not overshadow his great acting talents.
Lydia Lopez plays a Juliet that
at times seems to be either
mentally disturbed or high on
drugs.
We first see Lydia on the balcony not saying anything while
the others below her are conversing. She is just supposed to
stand there and wait for her part
but she finds ways to overact
this scene.
It's understandable that she
can't just stand there and do
nothing, but to look out into
space and laugh at something
that's not there was viewed as
funny by many of the audience
members.
She sometimes overdid her
pantomimic scenes. Other cast
members also tried too hard in
their non-speaking scenes.
In spite of her pantomime
situation, Lopez brought innocence and freshness to the role
of 13-year-old Juliet.
Other notables were Oliver
Seale, Gerardo Gonzalez and of
course Cynthia£. Ransom, who
played Juliet's nurse.
"Romeo and Juliet" was directed by Dr. Doug Cummins
with scenery designed by Dr.

·

Making a point-Mercutio, played by Joseph Arnold Corkill, argues wi~h an unco~vinc~d
Benvolio, played by Jeff Marquis, in Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet," the University
Theatre's final production of the semester.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)
James A. Hawley ~d lighting
by Tom Grabowski.
The music was composed and
performed by Be_rt Guerra. And
finally, the fighting choreography was done by Charles H.
Morris.
All in all it was a good play.

Take time to see it.
Performances are scheduled
to continue today, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. each night
and at 2 p.m. Sunday afternoon.
Tickets are $5 and can be
bought at the University Box
Office.

Oryoucanalsocall 381-3581
to see if tickets are still left.
Students can attend for free,
barring there be seating available, by using a valid student
ID. Nolateseatingwill be available and children under 3rd
grade will not be admitted.

...In Association wit_
h Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:

428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Et PATO

...: I

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLl'Y •WIDI

April Special
*

2 Chicken & Cheese

corn Patos

....,......... . . ...

•••••••••••••••••••••

Spanish Rice
* Ranchero Beans
* 12 oz. Coke
*

HWHITE FLOUR

..______
HPATOS

Only$2.89

__.

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EMI

IPIGALIIIH II IIANIMAII FLOUI TO■nLLAS
.._ ... OWN NOIIUIADI IICIPII ALL FOOD
IIUI PRIii DAilY ON IIIWIIIIS

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.
0

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
lie.ALLIN (Pec■11J........................................682■3176
Mc&LLIN (Bus. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLEN (No. IOth) ....................................682■ 1576
IDIN■U■G ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383■0725

BROWNSVILLE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••541..0241

MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WISL&C0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••969 ■1414
HARLINGEN .............••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••28■622•

South Dallas

TAKE OFF TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER
If you are a college sophomore and can handle the really tough challenges,
then Army ROTC's Camp challenge is for you. It's a six week all expenses
paid opportunity t o see what the Army is like WITH NO MILITARY
OBLIGATION! It's a chance to test yourself mentally and physically and
earn approximately $600 for your time.
Don't miss this unique opportunity. Camp Challenge dates are;

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

Cycle 1

09 June - 19 July 90

Cycle 2

16 June - 26 July 90

Cycle 3

23 June - 03 August 90

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

,. Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

NO COYER ALL NIGHT!

FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
CELEBRATING SOMETHING?
8:00-10:00 p.m.

Contact the Military Science Department located on the second floor of
Southwick Hall or call Major LaFevers at 381-3600 for more details.
Better hurry though, the deadline is April 30, 1990

AFTER 10:00 p.m. $1.50 BAR DRINKS
TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE ATTIRE.

We will deairate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

• NO COVE R AND FREE DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0 . REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY · McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

ARMY ROTC

TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Only campus fraternity
promotes goodwill
DAVID GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

,_,,
.
Ph, Kaps 8~-90 - Bottom left- Nate Winters, John Hernandez, Rene Saenz-prez.,

John Kerley-inductor. Top row- Alumni members- Rick Fletcher, Charles Snodgrass,
Steven Reynolds, Andy Robinson-vice president, David Armstrong-treasurer, Paul
Roberts-secretary, Aaron Ponce-sentinel and Jim Walsh. (Photo by David Gonzalez)

Look no further!!

It seems that most students of
UT-PA arenotawarethatthere
is a national fraternity house in
this school.
A large student disinterest
towards these organizations is
what led to the demise of such
organizations, according to
David Armstrong, treasurer of
UT-PA's only fraternity.
"The last of the Mohicans,"
so to say, is the Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity. Established
in ~ 873, with its local chapter
dujst~ned some 25 years ago,
Phi S1gs arethe last fraternity
on campus to have a fraternity
house.
Because oflow student interest, the rest of the fraternities
had to call it quits. Soon after
the Edinburg zoning board
passed a law that prohibited
any new fraternity houses to be
built inside the Edinburg city

e have a great deal for you !!

Graduation Announcements

Wanted
Writers
Photographers
Copy editor
and other talented
people interested
in producing a good
student newspaper.

(Sold in Packages of 10)

80-0345

Apply at Student Publications, ESRH 100, or call 3812541. Beginning Freshmen
are also invited.

limits. A "Grandfather Clause" when he was frat member.
was included in the decision
Reynolds says that today the
which allowed Phi Sigma fraternity is concerned with
Kappa. to remain. as the only goodwill by helping the comfratermty around m Edinburg. munity with blood drives, pickDavid Armstrong says that ing up litter along the highway
the whole bunch is a real "tight and other things.
knit" group. He says that the
According to David Armmembers of the organization
strong,
a person wishing to bealways lend a helping hand to a
come
a
member will be
fellow "brother."
quizzed on the history of the
The frat currently has 28
fraternity. But they will be
members and they are looking
given plenty of time to study
for more.
about
the fraternity's history
"There's not many people
before
they take the quiz.
on campus that are interested
Potential
members must also
in joining a fraternity," Armbe
enrolled
in UT-PA for at
strong said. He considers this a
least
nine
hours
and have a
great shame because ArmGPAof2.0.
strong feels men would enjoy
Members must all pay a
his organization.
due of 35 dollars.
monthly
He also said that they are
According
to Reynolds, most
now focusing on being more
of
the
money
from the monthly
involved in student governdues
are
funnelled
back to the
ment and on helping the Unifraternity
via
social
activities.
versity and public in general.
Potential
members
are not
"We were at the merger party
at Mike Nevarez' house, as asked to do anything against
representatives of the stu- their will, Armstrong said.
"Laws on hazing are so strict
dents."
He also says that they try to that there's nothing we can do.
do as much community serv- We could probably get in
trouble for telling someone to
ices as possible.
go
sweep the floor," Armstrong
"We've got a highway picksaid.
up or highway clean-up over
One of the fraternities bighere at University Drive."
gest
events is the "Late Night
Their Clean-up area runs from
Phi Sigma Kappa" party
With
Schunior street to Tenth street.
is held every year in
which
"The frat is supposed to be a
October.
home away from home,"
Armstrong says that last year
Armstrong says.
they
received a bomb threat.
Steven Reynolds, Province
"The
cops came by and
President, says, "it's fun bechecked
the place but nothing
cause you 're around people
At one time, when
was
found.
your own age." He also feels
•
we
had
meetings,
we had people
that today's members are,
just
in
case."
outside
"more serious about school"
compared to seven years ago
See Phi Kaps p. 7

1516 W. University, Edinburg

lc4e£,v lHEFJNISH
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

~
I

SAVE $5.()0

j

$4999 ~

A
R
BASKETBALL
Air Jordan 90

RUNNING
Duellist PR
MEN'S SIZES
IN STOCK

BOY'S & MEN'S SIZES
IN STOCK

SAVE $5.00 ~~

$8999

~

/11/(£,,_-,

SAVE $5.00

_. $2499

j

11/E_,-

~

A I R

BASEBALL
MCS Keystone

■UUH•~t

Air Tech
Challenge 11 ¾
BOY'S & MEN'S SIZES
IN STOCK

As you race to the finish of the school yeai;
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:

~
A I R
CROSS-TRAINING
Air Cross Trainer
Low
IN MEN'S OR LADIES' STYLES

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ...The Tour De France!

BOY'S & MEN'S SIZES
IN STOCK

SAVE $5.00

s2499

WATE.R SHOE
Aqua Sock
GREAT FOR AQUA
AEROBICS

GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all-expense-p_aid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault• or Finesse• All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE- 1,000 WINNERS
A sports water bottle.
. To ent~i;just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featu~ed desktop PCs. It just might be
the most reward mg test of your college career!

Buy APC,

Get A Bike FREE!
Buy any ofour
qualifying
desktop systems* at
a great student price,
and _get a Raleigh
All-Terrain Bike
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

Technology Resources

Clifford Moon
381-3300

ZENIFH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAINN

ZINITNn
data systems Ir.Al
Groupe Bull

Form No. 1246A

HURRY! SWEEPSu\KES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate M,crosofl• Windows, a product of Microsofl Corporation.
•Qualifying systems include Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20, Z·286
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VGA Monitor.
<I:> 1990, Zenith Data Systems
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Golfers finish 5th at ASC tourney
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

The Bronc golfers ballooned
to a 330 in yesterday's final
round to finish in 5th place at the
American South Conference
golfchampionship, played at the
par-72 Pinewood Country Club
in Beaumont.
UT-PA was in contention
through 36 holes after rounds of
301 and 313. They finished
with a 944 total.
Heavily favored SW Louisi-

ana ran away with the team
title, firing a 3-under 285 in yesterday's final round for an 867
total, just three over par. Host
Lamar was second with an 890.
Louisiana Tech was third at 915,
followed by New Orleans (926),
UT-PA (944) and Arkansas
State (962).
USL' s Paul Davenport was
medalist, firing a 2-under par 70
Wednesday for a 213 total.
Bobby BlackmoreofLamarwas
secondat217, while Trey Coker

American South Conference

of USL was third with a 218.
Swedish freshman Joakim
Peterson led the Broncs with a
225 after rounds of 75, 74 and
76. Peterson was the only UTPA player to place in the top
twenty.

Baseball standings
New Orleans
SW Louisiana
Louisiana Tech
Arkansas State
UT-Pan American

Genaro Davila (77-79-82 238) was 21st, Les Shelnutt
(76-78-85 - 239) finished
22nd, Paul Marmolejo (73-8292-247) was 26th and Henry
Bannworth (83-84-87-254)
was 29th.

Trac~sters ready for ASC meet

Sincerely Yours
1619 South C/osner
Edinburg

35-17
37-15
21-25
9-31
23-21
16-33

9-3
8-4
6-6
6-6
4-8
3-9

Lamar

••

+a--~

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

Ride Away A Winner
At The Zenith Data Systems
Technology Showcase!

seconds," assistant coach Doug Damian Moreno might do
Erickson said. "For the men something in the throws. FiAnthony Shelby should be good nally in the 400m hurdles freshThe Bronc tracksters came in in the 1OOm and 200m. Javier man Felix Zavala and Senior
contact with some high class Gallardo, Gilbert Casanova and Lee Valdez could do well."
talent last week at the Mt. San
Antonio College Relays in
Walnut, California.
Need full time cashiers to work
The team will have a chance
late registration for
to get some conference gold this
week at the American South
Summer Sessions 1990.
Outdoor Track and Field Championships Friday and Saturday
in Beaumont, Texas.
Please specify which session.
At Mt. S.A.C.,
Monica
Wesley jumped 40'6 1/4" for
fifth place in the elite triple jump.
In the elite 800m dash Debbie Come by the Payments & Collections
Devine broke the school record
office and fill out an application or
with a time of 2: 12.04 placing
call 381-2715 and ask for Laura.
third in her heat and fifth overall. In the men's collegiate shot
put Javier Gallardo took fourth
place. David Hunter took fifth
in the men's collegiate long
J~1mp. The women's 4x800m
relay took fourth.
HEY KID5!
"We are shooting for individual titles over the team title,"
said head coach Reid Harter.
Our women are ranked second
and that's probably a realistic
projection. Our men are ranked
fifth and that is also a realistic
projection. Anything better than
What
that is a plus."
The women's team has possiit takes
"
bilities at the individual titles.
Freshman Delilah Johnson leads
~
It takes caring, com.;;
the shotput and the discus.
munication, creativity to
Jc;
Monica Wesley leads in the long
do a good job. Many
Hallmark has cards made ;;;~
·jump and triple jump with Chhave found the Christian
especially for you to sand ~
eryl Adams right behind her at
Science Reading Room
to Mom on Mother's Day ]
:::,
second in both events and first
a source of help and
Mother's Day is ~
in the javelin. Shanna Hale leads
good ideas in accom·
the 3000m. The 5000m is led by
Sunday, May 13
plishing this.
Laura Arteaga.
-~·
~
You're invited to explore
"We have many underrated
=>
"'
this community resource.
-11,.00••• .,,,.i
u
performers going into this meet,
~-£_
911 N. Main St
. namely Lu wanna Esquell in the
McAllen, Tx.
University
Bookstore
~
1OOm and 200m, Debbie Devine
u
Main
Store
~
in the 400m, all ·of our female
Open Mon. • Fri.
4th & University Dr.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
long jumpers and the women's
Annex UC 103
~
400m relay which is ranked
~
Information
second in conference at 48.25
381-2251
686-4241
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer

~,::::::::::::::;;;;;;====================~

Come See The World's #1 PC Compatibles And We'll Show You
More Than One Way To Own A FREE Raleigh All-Terrain Bike!
Stop by our Technology Showcase and see the
world's #1 PC compatibles~ From ultra-fast desktops
to VGA-enhanced laptops to our award-winning
Flat Technology Monitor. We'll then show you three
ways to own a Raleigh Assault~ or Finesse' All-Terrain
Bike absolutely FREE! And if you're among the first
50 to attend, you'll get a FREE Fanny Pack!
_ 7
, ,1

Enter Our National Sweepstakes! Take a free
PC test drive at either the Technology Showcase
or your Campus Contact to enter our
"RACE TO THE FINISH" Sweepstakes.
You could then win one

C

{IJ

C

of50 Raleigh All-Terrain
Bikes, a free fanny
pack, a sports water
bottle ... or even our

----,,.,..

~

!

FREE Grand Prize trip
for two to Paris/or the
1990 Tour de France!

,,.... V

-~~~
----.....::
~.~ ___:::::::;!:°~

"'~

Buy a PC, Get A Bike FREE! Purchase any
qualifying desktop system** at a great student
price, and we'll send you a FREE Raleigh All-Terrain
Bike! So be sure to swing by our Technology
Showcase. Who knows ... you just might ride away a
winner in more ways than one!
'" '"

Ride Away A Winner At:---'-Technology Showcase
Date: April 26
Time: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Location: LRC #116

Campus Contact
Technology Resources
Clifford Moon
381-3300

ZINITNn

data systems 111&1
Groupe Bull

.-

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
ZENITH DATA SYS1EMS INNOVATl!S AGAIN"

*Source: Dataquest

Form No. 1248-1

Graphics simulate Microsoft• Wmdows. a product of Microsoft Corporation.
"Qualifying systems include the Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20 and Z-286
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VGA Monitor.

(CJ 1990,

Zenith Data Systems

i

@

Hairmasters
15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty
Walk-Ins Welcome

Yvonne
Diane

Marty

383-9133

2002 W. University

:::

Annabele

::·

\\·
:,:.•.

Edinburg, Texas

ORDENROSACRUZAMORC

our s ·year·
anniversary
on
.,: , May., 1
.•·

Grupo Edinburg - Comite Regional

Vibraciones
Conferencla por el Sr. Daniel Marrero
Gran Consejero para Tamaullpas y Sur de Texas
Este lnteresante tema esta especlalmente dlsenado
para una mejor comprenclon de nuestra exlstencla y
relaclon con un dlvlno prlnclplo. lnvltamos a todos
aquellos que deseen conocer las ensenenzas
rosacruces.
La entrada es gratis.
Lugar: Echo Motel 1903 S. Closner - Edinburg, Tx.
Fecha: 28 de Abrll, 1990
Hora: 4 p.m.
SI desea rrias lnformaclon favor de Hamar al
Tel. 383-8416
La orden Rosacruz no es una religion.

■

•,•
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.

■
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Here is your chance to
win a $20. Gift Certificate
During the week of finals, May 7 - 11,
we will be having 4 drawings daily
at 9 a.m., 11 a.m., 1p.m., and 3 p.m.
(Need not be present to win)

~

345
II
ll

o th Te as
Book & Supply
1516 W. University, Edinburg
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Broncs ink four cagers
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

Coach Kevin Wall upped his
1990-91 recruiting class to five
members last week as he signed
four more freshmen and a junior
college transfer.
Freshmen Reuben Fatheree
from Nixon-Smiley High
School was signed last week.
The 6-4 Fatheree, a forward,
averaged 24 points a game last
year and 13 rebounds.
'_'He's an all-around player,"
said Wall. "He set all kinds of
school records. He's a great kid
and a great athlete."
Desi Howard also committed
to UT-PA last week. Howard, a
6-1 guard, averaged 27 points a
game and 12 rebounds. Howard
played at Kountze High School.
"De~i has the same types of
compliments that pertain to
Reuben," said Wall. "He may
have a better chance at playing
as a freshman because he's a
great 3-point shooter."
Travis Harris completed last
week's freshman signees. The
6-4 guard from Beaumont Cen-

tral averaged 12 points a game
and seven rebounds.
"Travis will have the best
chance at having the biggest
impact," said Wall. "He's a
really good basketball player.
He played some very good
competition. I think by the time
November rolls around, he's
going to be battling for playing
time."
Alvin Langley, a 6-4 senior at
Houston C.E. King High
School, committed to UT-PA
during the early signing period.
He averaged 19 points a game
and six rebounds.
"Langley could battle for
some playing time as a freshman," said Wall. "He is as
good of a jumper that has ever
stepped foot on this campus."
Wall added some experience
to his recruiting class by signing 6-7 power forward Derek
Wright from Northern Oklahoma Junior College.
"He may step in and start at
power forward," said Wall. "I
don't think he can fill Melvin
Thomas' shoes but he will certainly add depth to the front
line."

Ladies also sign quartet
Four promisingjunior college
players, described by coach Tim
Hicks as "major factors in our
program for the next two years,"
have signed to play women's
basketball for UT-PA.
They are 6-0 Alyya AbdurRahman and 5-7 Jarelene Martin, teammates at Temple Junior
College, plus two teammates at
Howard College, 5-10 Ana
Carroll and 5-6 Monique Cook.
"With the addition of these
four players I feel very good
right now about our recruiting
class," Hicks said. "We are still
in the hunt for a couple of other
ery good players."
"I think these four young-ladies will all be major factors in
our program for the next two
years. Ana and Monique both
played at Howard College which
was nationally ranked the majority of the season. J arelene

and Alyya are good athletes who
also will be able to make major
contributions right away,"
Hicks said.
Carroll is from Eastwood
High in El Paso. She averaged
9.5 points and 5.2 rebounds at
Howard College in Big Spring,
Tex.
Cook is from Portland, Ore.
She averaged five assists, five
points, and three rebounds at
Howard. She hit 39 percent of
her three-pointers.
Martin is from Victoria High
in Victoria. She averaged 14.3
points, 4.2 rebounds and six
assists at Temple JC in Temple,
Tex.
Abdur-Rahman is from Houston, where she attended Langham Creek High. She averaged
13.1 points and 9.8 rebounds at
Temple.

me

Let
show you how it's done ~ Assistant tennis coach Anthony Hampton prepares to serve to an opponent
during practice last week. Hampton and the Lady Broncs are in first round action today at the American South
(Photo by Joel Martinez)
Conference championships in Beaumont.

Phi K a p s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - According to Armstrong, their
"major goal is to make the campus a better place for the students and for themselves. That's
what we've been working on for
the last couple of years."

doesn't have friends and is new life. You know, you work and
to town, it's great for somebody you earn your keep around here,
but at the same time, you know
like that to join."
you get as much out of it as you
Rene Saenz, current frat presi- put in."
dent, said, "we have a lot to offer The frat house is located on
them, and it's more than just Van Week street just three
Reynolds also says that they'd social, it's a chance to learn about blocks east of the university.
"love more members in the frat.
There's just so much this chap- Registration
He also expects the population to be half of the spring enrollter could do, there's so much that
Pan Am could do if the students ment count, about 12,000.
He said that even though some of the currently enrolled
would just get involved."
students
will attend the summer session, it will have many other
He adds that"somebodywho's
students,
like teachers, that do not have the time during fall and
going to Pan Am who doesn't
spring
sessions
to attend UT-PA.
have a family around here,
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STUDENTS H/C $4.

Mon · Sat 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

,380-2239
W. UNIVERSITY, SUITE F, EDINBURG

~rittons Jeweler's
Northcro•

Downtown

101h & Nolana, McAllen

208 S. Main, McAllen

687-61.47

686-8332

FREE
'
OPTIONS

OFFER
ENDS
MAY31

Ufetlme Warranty

- 1

I

Plasma Center

Student s ecial

Music

I

682-4159

~

Mon - Fri, 8:30 - 4
Sat 8 - 4

$1 extra with student ID
18 or older

102 S. 16
McAllen

GREASE
RELIEF.

! I

I.

I

I

I

I

I
Good-bye greasy kid stuff. Get a real meal at
Subway. Get a big, meaty 6" or footlong Subway
sub made fresh, one at a time with the free fixin 's
you choose. Who neQds greasy burgers? Try a
fresh Subway sub.
102 S. 2nd Street
Edinburg, Teuo 78539
(AcroH from UT-Pan Am)
(512) 380-2625

618 N. Tenth Street
McAllen, Texa1 78501
(512) 630--4376
(512) 630-43~

I

I

-
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The UT-PA Fieldhouse: The case
of the Illisplaced high school gyITI
I have heard that Texas A&M University
A tentative date for the SEC's completion, acwill be getting a new . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , cording to the plan, was
multi-million dollar
June, 1997.
athleticcomplexontheir
"A more realistic date
campus. Figures that I
would be 1999," said Bill
have heard are higher
Chess, associate vice presithan $80 million.
dent of business affairs.
"It's simply on a shopSources within differROB NEAGLE
ping list right now," he
ent athletic departments
SPORTS EDITOR
continued. "It's only a
thatihavetalkedtohave
confirmed this. The
dream."
price tag may not be acThe campus developcurate, butthe fact is that
ment plan put a price tag
they are getting a new
on the SEC as $19.5 million.
basketball arena.
Bronco football coach Don Pendergrass wonWho do we shop with?
dered aloud where the money was coming
Lamar's Montagne Center, with over 130,000
from, noting that it must be from outside square feet of space, three courts, dressing rooms
sources. He then asked why UT-Pan Ameri- for teams, officials, and physical education stucan athletic backers could not pitch in some dents, a training room, a press room, a VIP entermoney themselves for a new athletic complex tainment room, four concession areas, dozens of
for our campus.
offices and a modern scoreboard with message
Good question.
center cost only $13 million.
After spending my freshman year at Lamar
Do you honestly think that Lamar got that $13
University in Beaumont, I suppose I am spoiled. million out of their own pocket?
Lamar had the following facilities on campus.
UT-PA, if it wants to make the transition to big- A 16,500 seat football stadium.
time athletics, must get a new arena. That money
-A 10,080 seat basketball arena which housed cannot come from UT-PA's budget...itmustcome
all of the athletic offices and booster clubs.
from our athletic boosters or others willing to get
- An 4,500 seat baseball stadium.
in on the gold mine.
- A track and field stadium with a 200 person
Yes, there is a potential gold mine in the makseating capacity.
ing here as well. The SEC could play host to con- An 8,000 seat 'old' gym, which hosted the certs, fund raisers, wrestling matches and other
women's volleyball team and all intramural events.
and P.E. sports.
There are 500,000 people in the Rio Grande
- 20 lighted tennis courts.
Valley on this side of the border alone. Another
- Finally, a golf driving range and practice half million from Matamoros and Reynosa, and
green.
we 're talking about a potential gold mine.
UT-Pan Am? What do we have?
Getting rid of the Fieldhouse and building the
- A 5,000 seat "fieldhouse" that looks like a SEC would start a 'domino effect' on the baskethigh school gym.
ball team's success, also. An attractive arena
- A track and field facility that doubles as a would attract the large crowds. The large crowds
soccer field.
would attract prominent basketball teams. Promi- Of course, the pride of UT-PA, Jody Ram- nent basketball teams would attract TV contracts.
sey Stadium, where one good fly ball could Television would attract the tournament seleccause a power outage in every town this side of tion committees. Then, UT-PA will hit the big
Brownsville.
time.
Plans for the Special Events Center, which is
The first domino that has to fall is the UT-PA
supposed to be constructed on the 40-acre un- Fieldhouse. Tear it down! Start raising money
improved parking lot, are on hold. The SEC is for the SEC!
part of the campus development plan which is
The rewards gained from this will be worth the
moving along very slowly.
multi-million dollar price tag.
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Power thrower-Delilah Johnson works on increasing her
discus distance during a recent afternoon practice. Johnson
and the rest of the Bronc track team will compete at the
conference meet tomorrow and Saturday.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)

Netters set to defend crown

Thursday
May 1990

When is
the best time
to sell your book?
Final Exam Week!
May 3 - 5 & 7 - 11

\

Mark your calendar now!

Textbook Buyback
The University Bookstore buys books all year round but

WE PAV YOU MORE DURING FINALS
50°/4 OF THE CURRENT PUBLISHERS'$ PRICE
because we know then which books will be used again the following semester
and how many copies we will need to cover the instructor's orders. We reserve
the right to limit these half-price purchases based on orders received from
faculty and the condition of your books.
Most probably, you will have one or more titles that we want back, but in the
event you don't, we will still purchase your books at the prevailing wholesale
price provided they are listed in the wholesalers' buying guide and are in
reasonable condition.

ALERT: Buyback on some titles are limited. So bring your book in, just as

The Lady Bronc netters open defense of their American South
Conference championship this Thursday. UT-PA's opponent has
yet to be determined.
University of Southwestern Louisiana goes into tournament as
the num her one seed while Arkansas State is the number two seed.
The Broncs are seeded number four.
Even though UT-PA won the championship last year, the
Broncs will have a tough time repeating.
"We have our work cut out for us," said assisant coach Anthony
Hampton. "If we play up to our potential, we have a chance at the
championship."
The Broncs number one seeded player is Leah Viloria.The rest
of the UT-PA's seeded players in order are Mary Jane Mayer,
Tania Webster, Barbara Barrera, Gail Maclssac, and Laura
Gonzales.
Viloria will pair up with Webster in doubles competition.
Meyer will team up with Barrera while Maclsaac and Gonzales
will play together as a team.

Baseball to play final
ASC series at La. Tech
The Broncs continue their struggle to get in the American South
Conference post season tournament in their final conference
series this weekend at Louisiana Tech.
The Bulldogs are 22-25 on the season and 6-6 in the ASC. UTPA stands 4-8 in conference and 23-21 going into Wednesday's
doubleheader with Stephen F. Austin (8-43) in Nacagdoches.
Results were not available at press time.
For UT-PA, Mike Dear and Ricky Clough will probably get the
start. The third pitcher is uncertain since the other usual starter,
Wren Wickliffe, stayed home with an injury.
For Tech, Jeremy Mears will probably get the call to start.
Mears is 3-2 with a 3.28 ERA. Others probable starters include
Richard Hunter (1-6, 3.28 ERA) and Andy Overholster (4-7, 6.17
ERA).

Sports Recognition Banquet
to honor all 14 UT-PA sports

soon as ossible. ·
Remember
The best time to sell your books
this semester is May 3 - 5 & 7 - 11 at the

UT-PA Bookstore

The Fourth Annual Sports Recognition Banquet will be held
Monday, May 7 at the Club at Cimarron in Mission.
The banquet, originated by athletic director Dr. Sam Odstrcil,
will honor the athletes of UT-PA's 14 sports.
Tickets are $20 each, while patron tickets (special recognition)
are $100.
The ticket enables the buyer to treat a Bronc or Lady Bronc to
dinner.
For reservations, call 381-2221.

